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Easter

Message

O T H O S E W H O B E L I E V E in immortality, in the resurrection,
and in eternal life, Easter has a deep and solemn significance.
Easter has a message that is peculiarly its own. It also has a
promise that is found nowhere else throughout the celestial
calendar of coming eternity.
Easter comes with a message.and with a hope that break through
the deepest despair and gloom. It comes with a solace and with a comfort that are healing to the broken heart and to the soul in distress. As
the first Easter sunrise long ago drove back the deep dejection of the
Master's faithful followers, so does to-day's Easter morn light up the
world and shows us where the Lord lay—calls us to look through the
tomb's open door into the eternal life beyond. Easter speaks to every
soul and brings a promise alike to all.
The Disciple's faith is founded upon the belief in Christ's resurrection,
and of the resurrection of mankind. This belief has been the world's
best asset and the most potent force in civilizing and humanizing mankind.
It has made us stronger, braver and happier. It has bridged across the
gloom and silence of the grave and made it possible for us to bear our
grief and sorrow for our dead. W e dread the thought that death destroys our earthly ties and loves, and we cling to the belief and hope that
death is but the morning of a new and brighter day—that love's farewell
is only for the night and until we too, awake in eternity's new day.
Easter's message is a message of hope, and it bids us take courage
and keep a firm grip on our faith in immortality.
—Adapted.
Living, He loved me;
dying. He saved me;
Buried, He carried
my sins far away;
Rising, He justified
freely

forever:

One day He's coming—
O glorious day!
—J. Wilbur Chapman

A ND entering into the sepulchre they saw a young man sitting on
*~*- right side, clothed in a long white garment; and they were
frighted.
And he saith unto them, Be not affrighted: Ye seek Jesus
Nazareth, which was crucified: he is risen; he is not here: behold
place where they laid him.—St. Mark.
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Resurrection Truth Illuminated
Analogy of the Resurrection

Emblems of the Resurrection

One of the most wonderful passages in the life-history of the infusoria is the encysting process which at
certain times they undergo, and which serves to preserve
them under circumstances which do not permit the continuance of their ordinary activity. Previous to the formation of the cyst, the movements of the animal gradually
diminish, and finally cease altogether: its form becomes
more rounded; its oval aperture closes; and its cilia are
either lost or retracted. The surface of the body then
exudes a gelatinous excretion, which hardens around it
so as to form a complete coffin-like case, in which the
torpid animal remains embedded until the fostering influences of warmth and humidity again recall it to an active
life.—Hartwig.

God has filled all Nature with continual emblems of
this doctrine. He has given a great number of illustrations in the arrangements of Nature and Providence.
W h a t is night but the death of day? W h a t is morning
but its resurrection from the shades of darkness? W h a t is
winter but the death of the year? In the dead leaves, you
see emblems of death scattered-wherever you go. W h a t
is spring but a resurrection? Look at that unsightly seed,
without any appearance of life, thrown into the earth;
and then, the particles separating, there springs up the
plant! Behold it unfolding and budding and blossoming,
and casting its fragrance all around! that is its resurrection. W e see the insect-tribe give their evidence; living frequently and absolutely in different states and elements,—sometimes crawling, as a worm; then lying in apparent torpor; then bursting the shell, and, with wings
of beauty and activity, skimming the atmosphere.—R.
Watson.

Astonishments at the Resurrection
Mr. Moffatt was preaching upon the resurrection,
when Macaba, a notorious chief, cried out, " W h a t are
those words about the dead?—the dead arise?"—"Yes,"
answered the missionary. "Will all the slain in battle
arise?"—"Yes," answered the missionary. "Will all
that have been killed and eaten by lions, tigers, and
crocodiles, arise?"—"Yes, and come to judgment."—
"Hark!" shouted the chief, turning to the warriors. "Ye
wise men, did your ears ever hear such strange and unheard-of news? Did you ever hear such news as this?"
turning to an old man, the wise man of his tribe.
"Never!" answered the old man. The chief then turned
to the missionary, and said, "Father, I love you much;
but the words of a resurrection are too great for me. I
do not wish to hear about the dead rising again. The
dead cannot rise: the dead shall not rise!"—"Tell me, my
friend, why not," said the missionary. "I have slain my
thousands: shall they arise?"

Harvest of the Resurrection
Looking at those grassy mounds in the light of this
truth, the eye of faith sees them change into a field sown
with the seeds of immortality. Blessed field! W h a t
flowers shall spring there! W h a t a harvest shall be
gathered there! In the neighboring fields, "whatsoever a
man soweth, that shall he also reap;" but here how great
the difference between what is sown amid mourners' tears,
and what shall be reaped amid angels' joys! between the
poor body that we restore to the earth and the noble form
that shall spring from its ashes! Those who saw Lazarus
putrid corpse, with health glowing on its cheek, saw
nothing to match the change the grave shall work on
these mouldering bones.—Dr. Guthrie.

Resurrection and Death
Credibility of the Resurrection
There is a story of a servant receiving a silver cup
from his master, who suffers it to fall into a vessel of
aquafortis, and seeing it disappear, contends, in argument
with a fellow-servant, that its recovery is impossible, till
the master comes on the scene, and infuses salt water,
which precipitates the silver from the solution; and then,
by melting and hammering the metal, he restores it to its
original shape. A skeptic was so struck with this apologue, that he renounced his dissent, and became a Christian.

W h e n we pluck down a house, with intent to rebuild it, or repair the ruins of it, we warn the inhabitants
out of it, lest they should be soiled with the dust and rubbish, or offended with the noise, and so, for a time, provide some other place for them; but, when we have new
trimmed and dressed up the house, then we bring them
back to a better habitation. Thus God, when He overt u r n e d this rotten room of our flesh, calleth out the soul
for a little time, and lodgeth it with Himself in some
corner of this kingdom, repaireth the imperfections of
our bodies against the resurrection, and then, having
made them beautiful, yea, glorious and incorruptible, He
doth put our souls back again into their acquainted mansions.—Chrysostom.

Faith in the Resurrection
Madame de Gasparin visited a crypt at Palermo,
where thousands of skeletons, in every variety of position,
were seen. There were the mingled bones and the nameless dust, an indistinguishable mass! She took a handful
of the dust, gazed upon it, and was filled with doubt of
the possibility of the resurrection of the dead. She
hastened back into the daylight, when she suddenly saw
the symbol I. N . R. I.; and a voice echoed in her heart,
"Believest thou that I am able to do this?" She responded, "Yea, verily, Thou wilt do it;" and from that day
forth never doubted the doctrine of the resurrection.

Proof of the Resurrection
T w o irreligious young men were discussing the resurrection, telling each other why it was impossible for them
to accept the doctrine. Then Deacon Myers came passing by, and in a joking way one of the young fellows
called to him: "Say, Deacon, tell us why you believe that
Jesus rose again!" "Well," he replied, "one reason is
that I was talking with Him for half an hour this morning." W e all may have experimental proof of His resurrection and presence.
.-.-.-JV-"'«---..-.-.-.W."-"-".-V.-^,^.-.-.-J".WJ".-.-^.-.r.-^,-^^.-J
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"That I may know him, and the power of his resurrection,
sufferings, being made conformable unto his death."

and the fellowship

of his
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Easter Meditations
By the Editor
H P H E beginning of every dispensation
has been marked by a miraculous interposition of divine Providence. It is
truly fitting that the close of the life of Jesus Christ upon the earth should be marked
with a miracle as great as its inception.
W h a t is lacking in the strict historical
events of Christ's birth is more than compensated in His resurrection, and in the
very nature of things it is well that it is so,
for the resurrection of Jesus Christ demands and is capable of the fullest historical proof.
Luke tells us the events surrounding the
resurrection of our Lord occupies a space
of forty days, and no doubt gives Paul his
information that Jesus Christ was seen by
more than five hundred brethren at one
time. The writers of each of the four Gospels in some manner depict certain scenes
that took place after the resurrection, but
to Luke in his Gospel and in Acts is left
the task of assembling the larger mass of
evidence, but each implies and corroborates
the facts of the others. There are many
important facts which we do well to remember in examining the events of the
resurrection but space forbids our use of
more than several of these outstanding
features.
It is quite evident that the disciples did
not grasp the resurrection truth and notwithstanding the Savior had repeatedly
given assurance to this effect they did
not expect Him to rise again. They had
followed Him to what seemed to them the
end of the way, not that His death invalidated His claims of Messiahship. But
so smitten were they with the sudden turn
of events that they were dumb and deaf
to all H e had said to them. In the light of
this, nothing short of the resurrection itself
could ever have awakened the paralyzed
hopes in the hearts of these honest, yet
•doubting disciples and it is evident from the
testimony of these men that their witness
of the resurrection of Jesus Christ was not
a testimony born unto one who was dead
and whose memory was revered. It was
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the testimony of men whose eyes were no
longer holden but who had come into contact with a dynamic force—a life that
brought to them a realization—an individual contact with the glorious victory of a
new day. Buried hopes were begotten
again; material ideals were changed into
axioms of spiritual reality.

"He Ever Liveth"

Fairest Lord Jesus
Fairest Lord Jesus,
Ruler of all nature,
O Thou of God and man the Son;
Thee will I cherish,
Thee will I honor.
Thou, my soul's glory, joy and crown.
Fair are the meadows,
Fairer still the woodlands.
Robed in the blooming- garb of springJesus is fairer,
Jesus is purer,
Who makes the woeful heart to sing-.
Fair is the sunshine.
Fairer still the moonlight.
And all the twinkling - , starry host:
Jesus shines brighter,
Jesus shines purer
Than all the ang;els heav'n can boast.
Amen.

The resurrection of Jesus Christ is the
center and circumference of the Gospel. It
is the very thing that separates the Gospel
of Christ from every other religion in the
world. In fact it ceases to be a religion to
all who come in vital contact with it. For
them it—becomes life.
W e can little comprehend the meaning
of those wondrous words, "He is not here;
He is risen" and "He ever liveth." Suppose He had never risen: suppose we could
pilgrimage to His tomb and look upon His
mummified form in whom such a great spirit
had lived. W e could shed tears forever
that a life so noble, sinless and beautiful
had met such an ignominious death but we
would be plunged into sadness of the deepest, darkest despair ever known to mankind. T h e darkness which settled on the
hills of Calvary at His crucifixion would be
the spiritual darkness which would settle
over our souls forever. W e have great
need to preach the cross but we must not
lost sight of the fact that His work was not
finished there.. True, His sacrifice was all
sufficient in paying the penalty for our
sins but as the apostle Paul says, " He
was bruised for our offences and raised
again for our justification" or redemption.
Thank God the resurrection of Jesus
Christ is the answer from heaven to our
poor, sin-blighted hearts, assuring us of
pardon and opening up a new source of life
to all 'who believe God's testimony concerning Him.

Faith—Truth
Unless the church of Christ is fully
awake to preaching the resurrection in all
its bearings, its testimony will be weak and
(Continued on page 102.)
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What is Truth?

T^ H E question asked in our text is a very
St. John 18:38
important one. It seems to have come
suddenly to Pilate's mind when he was facA SERMON
ing, no doubt, the greatest problem of his
By S. Z. Bert
life. It was the decision of the man before
him. One question in Pilate's mind was
whether Christ aspired to the kingship and law did not and could not deliver. It
he asked Christ this question, "Art thou a could only intensify sin and there was need
king?"
of a deeper Truth more fundamental. True
Christ's answer was, "To this end was I the cleansing ceremonies attached to the
born and for this cause came I into the law did become effective to meet the true
world that I should bear witness unto the worshipper's need and bring the needed
help but the strength or effectiveness of this
Truth."
Pilate mused for a moment and then said offering for cleansing lay in the fact of it
— " W h a t is Truth?"—My! W h a t a mo- being a type of the true yet unrevealed
mentous question to Pilate at that time, as deeper Truth which so for unrevealed
deeper Truth Christ was and came to bear
well as all of us in this present day.
Truth. W e may briefly define this word witness to. The law having shown God's
and get its true scriptural meaning. It glorious standard and yet could not deliver,
means more than just a fact, a statement, only intensified the need for a deeper
that is true becaue it is a fact and could Truth. This deeper Truth, Jesus says "I
be proved by all true evidence in the case am." T o a great number of people to-day
under consideration. It means basic Truth, this seems to be a question as it was to
fundamental Truth. W e might illustrate. Pilate—What is Truth?—Jesus says, "If
Suppose we were to examine a large any man will do His will he shall know of
bridge, spanning a wide river, whose bot- this doctrine."
tom was mucky to a great depth. W e
W e may have many different views of
would be impressed with its structure, its Christ. In fact we find many. Some say
long beams, spanning from pier to pier, its He was a good man, yes, that is Truth; He
braces, or possibly its long heavy cables, is our pattern, yes, that is Truth; He is
reaching from tower to tower, carrying its our guide, yes, that is Truth; He is our
immense weight and heavy traffic. But the teacher, yes, that is Truth; but there is a
question would arise as we continued our deeper Truth.
investigation, " W h a t supported the beams,
It is evident then that Truth must come
what carries the immense cables?" You from the true source, and it is also evident
say, "The piers or towers." This is true that the true source is God Himself. "God
but there is more fundamental Truth in re- who at sundry times and in divers manners
gards to this structure. How about the spake in times past unto the fathers by the
foundation piers? W e would learn that it prophets hath in these last days spoken
was necessary to go deep into the mucky unto us by his Son." N o t only has Christ,
earth, possibly hundreds of feet, until solid the Son, spoken by word but also by word
rock was found. Then those pier's and and act. Listen further. " W h o being the
tower's foundations built up carry the beams brightness of his glory and the express imand cables, which in turn carry the joists, age of his person and upholding all things
the joist the floor, and the structure be- by the word of his power when He had by
comes a means of transportation, which be- himself "purged our sins sat down on the
fore, could not pass through. The basic right hand of the majesty on high."
or fundamental Truth in regard to this
Sin, disobedience and rebellion God canstructure is the Truth in regards to its foun- not countenance. Some say, " W h y is God
dation which after all sustains every other so exacting?" God cannot be God and not
true statement that might be made in re- maintain His perfection, His untouched
gard to its strength and capability of serv- standard. This is plainly proved by the efing its purpose.
fect of disobedience in the garden of Eden.
W e see then the absolute need of funda- It meant expulsion from God's presence, it
mental Truth, especially in things pertain- meant separation from the blessings God
ing to God, and which concern our eternal had intended to bestow upon His willing
interest. This Truth then, Jesus says He subjects. God has spoken in times past by
came to bear witness to. N o t only in word the law and called for obedience and promdid He bear witness to this Truth but in ised blessings for the same. Many seemed
His very life. He said "I am the Truth" so ready to promise obedience but failed to
Christ in His life was the very expression meet God's standard of holiness. True,
of Truth. This Truth was fundamentally those who through faith in the offerings
' necessary and essential for our deliverance came to God aright, could be and were
But God
and to transport us across the chasm which atoned for and were accepted.
lay between God and the fallen human has spoken to us through His son, this Son
race. The law was given by Moses but who was the brightness of His glory and
grace and Truth came by Jesus Christ. The the express image of His person, this Son
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who was God Himself, reflected the glory
of God in His life and acts on earth and
manifested the express image of God in all
its perfection, unsullied, untarnished and
thus proved that He was God. Listen
further, "and upholding all things by the
word of his power." Surely here is One
who is worthy of our confidence. Let us
repeat those statements, the brightness of
His glory, express image of His person.
This glory and image of God was never
reflected in any personality before and
could not have been here had not this personality not in reality been God Himself
upholding all things by the word of His
power. Surely here is a foundation for
our faith. He who upholds all things has
a right to speak and first as well a right to
be heard and is of necessity Truth itself.
But listen still further, we now come to
the most wonderful marvelous Truth, one
which not only reflects God's glory and
image and power but God's wonderful
love. The afore named attributes were essential to reveal God but after this revelation God's love was revealed in this that
He by Himself purged our sins. Beloved
what can be more assuring, more satisfying
than to know that our faith reaches out to
God who cannot lie, who cannot err, who,
Himself after declaring His majesty and
power has made Himself of no reputation
and became willing to be the propitiation
for our sins and dealt with sin which was
the great barrier that was between us and
life. He humbled Himself and became
obedient unto death even the death of the
cross and thus paid the penalty for sin.
Here then is the basic fundamental Truth
Jesus Christ came to bear witness to and
said "I am the Truth, there is no other name
under heaven given whereby we must be
saved." Notice the word "given" in the
above question. This name this Savior,
this Truth is God given as it must of necessity be to be effective. W h y then should
man endeavor by his own effort to meet the
approval of His maker, or perhaps ignore
altogether this most important issue of life
when it has been made so clear and plain
and Christ has said, "Come unto me, all ye
that labor and are heavy laden, and I will
give you rest?"
But we are not done yet with Hebrews
1:3 which says, " W h e n he had by himself
purged our sins, sat down on the right hand
of the Majesty on high." Dear reader, do
you get it? This God given One, this God
sent One to purge our sins who knew no
sin and was obedient unto death that we
might have life was also God approved.
" W h e n He had by himself purged our
sins" the text says, "sat down (rested) on
the right hand of the Majesty." The Majesty was the highest tribunal thus attesting
His approval. There is no higher name than
(Continued on page 105.)
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Some of the Solitudes of the Lord Jesus
By Inglis
',LESSED indeed is the portion of the
believer in that he is to be for ever
with the Lord, enjoying with Him all that
His love can bestow upon Him; He, the
Son of God, keeping back nothing which
He can share with the objects of His love.
But there are brought before us in the
Scriptures times and positions in which
our Lord was alone, where none shared
with Him, where it was His glory to be
solitary. And the believer loves that thus
it should be, "that in all things He might
have the preeminence." Let us consider
some of these.
W e see Him
Solitary in His Manhood
He was the "holy thing" born of the Virgin Mary. Adam as created had innocent
humanity; as fallen—and we are associated
with him in his fall—his was sinful humanity. In Christ we see holy humanity: no
taint of sin was in Him. As the Holy
Ghost presents Him by Paul, He "knew no
sin" (II Cor. 5:21); as He presents Him by
Peter, He "did no sin" (I Peter 2:22); as
He presents Him by John, "In Him is no
sin ' (I John 3:5.) In Him we reach all
perfection, and as we see Him in the manger of Bethlehem or in the house where the
Magi offered their gifts, we glorify God
and worship before Him. Glorious, unique
humanity was His. Truly Man and truly

Fleming
God in one Person, "Made of a woman"
yet "God manifest in the flesh," "Over all
God blessed for ever."
"Image of the Infinite Unseen,
Whose being none can know."
Prying eyes are forbidden to look too
closely into this ark of God, for " N o man
knoweth the Son but the Father." He is
the subject for our heart's deepest adoration and not for our mind's keenest analysis.
"The higher mysteries o{ Thy fame
The Creature's grasp transcend."
It must be so. The finite cannot contain
the infinite. It is the creature's place to
bow and worship as he exclaims with
Thomas, "My Lord and my God."
Solitary in His Life
If we see Him in His pathway, as portrayed in the pages of the Evangelist's, we
we view Him alone.
" The apostles heard, saw, contemplated,
handled Him as in their midst. He companied with them, but it is evident that they
understood Him but little. Especially this
was so when He spoke of His death; He
"went before them: and they were amazed;
and as they followed, they were afraid"

I
i

I

Gethsemane's

Night

"Then cometh Jesus with them unto a place

called Gethsemane,

saith unto the disciples, Sit ye here, while I go and pray

and

yonder.

"And He took ivith him Peter and the two sons of Zebedee, and began to
be sorrowful and very

heavy.

"Then saith he unto them, My soul is exceeding sorrowfid,

even unto

death: tarry ye here, and watch with me.
"And he went a little farther,

and fell on his face, and prayed,

O my Father, if it be possible, let this cup ]>ass from me!
not as I ivill, but as thou wilt."
St. Matthew.

saying,

nevertheless,
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(Mark 10:32). As yet He could not bring
them to the position His love had designed
for them. He was pent up and could say,
"I have a baptism to be baptized with; and
how am I straitened till it be accomplished!" (Luke 12:50.) He could not declare
to them all the deep secrets of His heart
until that baptism of death and judgment
for us had taken place and His atoning
work was done, for, "Except a corn of
wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone: but if it die, it bringeth forth
much fruit."
Alone in His perfect pathway, He glorified His Father in every stage and step of
His journey. But if the will of God were
to reach fruition, then the Son who had
come to do that will must die. N o harvest
of glory for the Father could be reaped
apart from His death: no union for us with
Christ in incarnation was possible.
W e look upon Him and wonder at His
words and works and ways, our renewed
nature delighting in seeing the green track
across the arid desert. Its beauty is forced
upon us by the absolute contrast with all
of ourselves. He could declare, "I came
clown from heaven, not to do Mine own
will, but the will of Him that sent M e " ; "I
do always those things that please Him";
"Nevertheless, not M y will, but Thine be
done"; "Father, glorify T h y Name"—was
His prayer even in view of His hour of
deepest woe at the cross of Calvary.
Solitary in Atonement
Here again we see Him alone. None
could be with Him there.
(Continued on page 108.)
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LEBECK—Sr. Sophia Fisher, beloved wife
of Bro. Henry Debeck, was born in Devonshire,
England, December 14, 1874 and departed this
life very suddenly on February 27, 1931. She
had been enjoying usual health when she was
suddenly stricken with acute oedema of the
lungs and in just a few minutes she passed
into eternity. Over forty-one years ago she
was converted and united with the Brethren
in Christ Church, living a. devoted, consistent
Christian life until the end of the journey. She
leaves to mourn their loss her husband who
feels the stroke very heavily, six daughters
and two sons all living, who realize they have
lost a loving mother, three grandchildren,
three sisters and four brothers who are made
1o feel keenly the sudden passing of an esteemed loved one.
The funeral service which was very largely
attended was held in the 6th Dine Nottawa
church on March 3, and was conducted by Bish.
E. J. Swalm assisted bv Kid. E. A. Ditson,
Bish. A. D. Winger, and Eld. ,T. H. Heise. Text:
Isa. 66:13. Interment was made in the adjoining cemetery.
Not now but in the coming years,
It may be in the better land.
We'll re.ad the meaning of our tears.
And there sometime we'll understand.
GINDER—Sister Mary, wife of Bro. Clarence Ginder of Milton Grove, Lancaster Co..
Pa., was born November 2nd, 1849. and died
March 16, 1931, aged 81 years. 4 months and
14 days. She has been ill for a year and bore
it patiently. Her death was due to infirmities
of old age. She was a member of the Brethren
in Christ church, and gave her heart to God
in her young years and continued steadfast to
the end. She is survived by her husband, two
sons and four daughters.
Funeral services were held at the Mt. Pleasant church conducted by Bish. H. K. Kreider.
Elds. Allen Brubaker and H. O. Musser. Text:
Rev. 14:12'-13. Interment in the adjoining
cemetery.
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POX—Kate Elizabeth Fox, nee Leese, was
born July 23, 1868 and died February 5,. 1931.
Bringing her age to 62 years, 6 months and 1 2
days. Her husband preceded her in death fourteen years ago. While she was limited in what
are termed as social accomplishments and
lived in quite straightened circumstances from
her youth up, yet she possessed a character
and faith that is only committed to those that
live in close communion and fellowship with
their God.
She is survived by three children, two sons
and one daughter.
Funeral services were held Sunday, February
8. at the Fairland Brethren in Christ church.
She was laid to rest in the Fairland cemetery.
Services were conducted by the home ministry.
G-ISH—Jacob B. Gish, a life-long member of
the Brethren in Christ denomination, passed to
his eternal reward a t the home of his daughter, Mrs. Giddeon Gibble, Elizabethtown, with
whom he lived since the death of his wife,
three years ago.
For several months, Bro. Gish had been confined to bed where he gradually became weaker
as a result of his great age. He daily expressed
a desire to die and it was on Sunday, February 22, that his prayer was answered. His
death was due to infirmities of old age. He
was 93 years, 3 months, and 23 days old.
Besides the daughter with whom he resided,
he is survived by a sister, five grandchildren,
and six great grandchildren.
The main service was conducted at Shank's
Church by Bishops Levi Musser and Henry
Kreider and Elder Jacob Martin. The text was
taken from the latter portion of Phillippians
1:23.
BEACH—John Beach departed this life a t
his home near Sherkston, Ont., at the age of
52 years, on January 15, 1931.
He was converted about sixteen years ago
and united with the Tunker church of which
he was a member a t the time of his death.
He leaves to mourn his departure his wife
and five children, Clarence, Glenn, Howard,
Hazel and Edna, as well as his aged parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beach.
Funeral services were held January 18 in
Grace U. B. Church and were conducted by
Bish. Bert Sherk. Burial took place in Beach's
cemetery.
BABNHART — Samuel Barnhart departed
this life a t his home near Stevensville, Ont.,
at the age of 73 vears and 7 months, on Jan.
29, 1931.
Bro. Barnhart was converted a t the age of
21 and united with the Tunker church, remaining faithful unto death.
He was married to Amanda Haun. to which
union were born three children, Mrs. Chester
Winger of Stevensville, and Ethan and Amanda at home. He leaves to mourn their loss his
children and two grandchildren.
Funeral services were held January 31, in
the Stevensville Tunker Church and were conducted by Bishop Bert Sherk. Burial took
place in adjoining cemetery.

JOHNSTON—Mrs. Joseph Johnston departed
this life a t the home of her son Elijah, Vineland, Ont., a t the age of 82 years, 3 months,
and 21 days on February 1, 1931.
Sr. Johnston was converted about fourteen
years ago and united with the Tunker church.
She remained faithful to that church, living
a consistent Christian life till death took her.
She leaves to mourn their loss, three children, Mrs. Emerson Winger and Warren of
HEEB — Elizabeth Bachman, daughter of
Stevensville, and Elijah of Vineland, her husPhilip and Katie Bachma.n, was born on the
band having predeceased her several months
24th day of May, 1849 in Bayern, Germany, and
departed this life on the 12th day of February, ago.
1931. a t the age of 81 years, 8 months and 19
Funeral services were conducted in the
days.
Stevensville Tunker church by Bishop Bert
At the age of twenty-two she came to
Sherk assisted bv Rev. Mover of Mennonite
America and on August 13, 1871 she was
Brethren in Christ.
Burial took place in
united in marriage to Jacob Heer. To this adjoining cemetery.
union ten children were born, six of whom are
living. The husband and father, also four chilBABNHART — John Barnhart died at his
dren preceded her in death. Mother Heer was
converted in the year 1876 and united with the home near Stevensville. Ont., a t the age of 82
Brethren in Christ church and remained a years, 10 months, and 27 days, on February 27,
faithful member until her death. She loved
1931.
the house of God and whenever possible her
Bro. Barnhart was converted many years ago
place in service was never vacant. In her long and
united with the Tunker church of which
illness she manifested a true Christian spirit
he
a member at the time of his death. He
and often became a benediction to those who willwas
be greatly missed in the church, as well
met her and were around about her.
as in the home.
She leaves to mourn her departure the folHe is survived by his widow, Sarah Sider.
lowing children: Mrs. George Maueh. Philip. who mourns the departure of a faithful and
John, Chris and Jacob Heer all near Green. loving companion.
Kansas: Daniel Heer of Manhattan, Kansas:
Funeral services were conducted in the Stev
one sister, Mrs. Sam Thrush: four brothers,
ensville Tunker church by Bishop Bert ShortMichael, John, Robert, and Jacob Bachman;
twenty grandchildren, eleven great grandchil- on March 2. Burial took place in the adjoininj
.emetery.
dren, and many other relatives and friends.
Funeral services were held a t the Brethren
'n Christ church, conducted by Bish. M. G.
jungle and Eld. M. M. Book. Texts used were
Be sure and read Foreign Mission anHcb. 9:27 and fl Cor. 5:1. Interment was inaae
in adjoining cemetery.
nouncement on page 105.
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Expenditures
Table Supplies
House Incidentals
Hall Rent
House Rent
Gas
Hall Expenses

City Missions
Altoouu. Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller
and wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld.
and Sr. Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission—6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish.
W. H. Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Ues Moines, Iowa Mission—1194—14th St., in charge
of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of
Eld. Clyde Shirk and wife. Bell Phone Garfield 6431.
San Francisco Mission, 3739—20th St., in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in
charge of Eld. Henry P. and Sr. Lela F. Heisey.

Alvin Burkholder. We ask all to pray for these
coming meetings, especially those who have
children or relatives in Beulah College or in
this locality. God is graciously willing to
save souls and sanctify believers, if we truly,
unitedly pray.
Departure of Sr. Eyster—Sr. Anna will leave
Upland, Wednesday, March 18, accompanied by
her mother who will accompany her in her
travels till she sails from .New York. They will
visit different districts.
—J. H. B. Cor.
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION

$ 48.29
13.68
lOu.ou
9i.5u
6.50
19.92

Total
$290.89
Balance on hand Dec. 1st
$ 67.16
Balance on hand March 1st
15.87
Special for poor—Bethel, Kans., Bible Conference, $34.92; Mission Monthly offering,
$31.35. Total $66.27. Balance not expended
$16.10.
In Jesus' Name,
—The Workers.

Iowa
itBPOKT OF REVIVAL AT DES MOINii»,
A series of meetings opened January 26tn
ana continued until February 22nd, wiui Bro.
Harry urider of Kansas as evangelist. He
preached the Word to us in tne demonstration
of tne Spirit and of power, and aiso in a very
attractive manner, bringing forth treasures
botn new and old out of the Word.
.uuring these meetings more than thirty
souls sougnt the. Lord, some for salvation,
some for sanctilication, others for reclamation,
and some for healing of tne bouy. The saints
were greatly blessed a t times and wo trust
much lasting good has been done and inaL
souls will walk in the new light tney have received during these meetings.
Our annual business meeting was held a t
the Oak Park Mission, February 28tn and the
Iowa State Council meeting one week later
(Mar. 7th) a t Dallas Center. Our bisnop, Bro.
M. G. Engle, from Kansas, was with us. He
preached a t the Oak P a r k Mission Sunday
night at which two young sisters united witn
the church. The Lord has wonderfully saved
them, and may they continue to grow in grace
and become real soul-winners for Him.
—Cor.

We greet the Evangelical Visitor readers in
Jesus' name. Praise God from whom all blessings flow. Praise Father, Son and Holy Ghost.
Glory be to His name!
We have passed tnrough the battle of another several months. And wiui victories won
over the powers of satan, even to t u t salvation
Rural Missions
of souls. One young man tried praying out of
bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jenhis backslidden conuition, but founu lie needed
nings, Sylvatus, Va.
prayers of others, came to the mission and
Alt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder Walter Taylor
pentitentially cried unto the Lord. The Lord
and wife, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
neard and his testimony came with certainty.
Another man, a full blooded Indian from
Iron Springs Mission, in charge of Christian H.
New York reservation, came heavily burdened
Sider and wife, Fairfield, Pa,
and
found pardon. His past needed restitution
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert
and he willingly faced the situation not knowEngle and wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
ing what his penalty might cost him. He said,
"I'll take the penalty." They both came as
Orphanages
entire strangers to the mission.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence
We have lost a very emcient brother, coHerr, Steward; and Sister* Susie Herr, Matron.
laborer and friend by way ol tne call in deatn.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
o n December 29, 1U3U, Bro. J. J. Pauisel leit
Mt. Car-met Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. lor the glory world. His testimony from his
Katie Bollinger and workers.
sick-bed to the church was, " i t is well with
my soul." He was a converted lawyer, was
Old Peoples' Home
saved in Stockton over 30 years ago. A few
months after his conversion he was sanctified;
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister
was called to preach especially to the down
Mattie Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg. Pa.
trodden. How he loved the souls of men and
REPORT OF REVIVAL SERVICES
women everywhere. He filled a wonderful
place in the Lord's vineyard, was quite qualiat Cross Roads, Penna.
ried in giving the Word in preaching, teaching,
singing, also good in music. However, God
On February 1st, a revival service was held
laid His hand upon that and only let him use at Cross Roads church, Florin, Pa., with Bro.
that which He could use to His glory. He had
Jacob Ginder in charge. He labored faithfully
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA
a prolonged illness of over ten months. His for about two weeks, bringing Holy Ghost
general
work
and
call
were
to
independent
messages which were indeed nlled with the
A Precious Farewell Service—Sister Anna
street meetings and to assist Holiness MisSpirit. Not many souls surrendered to the will
Eyster gave a very touching farewell message,
sions.
He
regularly
attended
three
missions,
of
God, but we believe many precious hearts
in our church on Sunday evening, March 15, in
one
of
which
was
ours.
He
requested
the
were drawn in closer touch with our blessed
the presence of a large audience of members,
three
missions
have
charge
of
his
funeral.
The
Master.
Those who attended the services
friends and relatives from Upland, Chino, and
funeral was held on the afternoon of Dec. 30,
night after night surely received refreshing
Pasadena. Two side rooms, as well as tfte and
interment
was
made
in
Stockton,
Cal.,
at
seasons
along
the way. The last few evelarge auditorium were filled.
the noon hour on the following day. The re- nings Bro. Shoaltz from Canada took charge of
mains
were
placed
in
his
father's
family
plot
the
service.
We
greatly enjoyed his presence
She spoke very clearly and distinctly so
to await the glorious resurrection morning. He
with us again and the outpouring of the Old
every one could understand. She gave her
was
aged
within
almost
a
month
of
67
years.
Time
Gospel.
Even
though only a few respondwords an opportunity to sink into the hearts
We enjoyed our Sister Beulah Musser's brief
ed to the call, may our hearts be encouraged to
of her listeners. Her text was John 21:15, the
stay
with
us.
She
gave
us
a
most
interesting
press
the
battle
onward
and continually keep
words of Jesus to Peter, "Lovest thou me more
message on the Holy Lands on the evening of
within our hearts,a revival spirit that we may
than these?" She spent her early childhood in
December
17,
giving
us
a
description
of
Jerulive
a
life
of
oneness
and
unity in Him, and
Africa. God gave her a love for the dusky
salem and on the evening of the 18th a splenservice to others.
faces. During her high school days in Pasadid
stirring
discourse
on
her
labors
and
the
dena, God marvelously saved her, and later
people to whom the Lord called her in Africa.
definitely called her to Africa. After some
All hearts were stirred in these .services and
year's delay, she was now glad to leave home
LANCASTER, PA.
many prayers follow our sister.
and loved ones, and go forth to the field to
which God called her. Her appeal to our young
The evangelistic services here at the Lanpeople who are Christians was deeply felt. She
We wish to herein express gratefulness to
caster church were blessed by the Lord, we are
read excerpts from a letter from Bro. Frey on
friends and our dear Lord for special help
the field, telling the urgent need of reinforcegiven to assist the needy. Multitudes are out glad to state. Bro. Henry Schneider of Merrill,
Michigan, come to us, full of faith and of the
ments. We believe God will soon have others
of employment. Numbers have been helped
ready to go. May God touch our church—all
who had neither food nor shelter. Conditions Holy Ghost, as Paul says, "And I am sure that
when
I come unto you, I shall come in the fulover—to pray, to go, to give abundantly. May
are growing worse.
ness of the blessing of the gospel of Christ."
we not lay up treasures, where moth and rust
We earnestly crave your prayers for the
Rom.
15:29.
corrupt, and where thieves break through and
support both spiritually and financially for the
steal.
The meetings started January 18th and conwork here in this great, needy city. Unlike
tinued to February 9th. The saints at this
our other missions, we have continual monthly
Pastor-elect—Bro. Alvin Burkholder has
place had been greatly burdened for the work.
rental expenses to be met for both our home
been elected to this place for a year beginning
Special prayer services had been held prior to
and the place of services. Our hearts are lookApril 1. This is a very responsible position
ing to Him who gave the commission to go the opening of the meeting. The Lord surely
for our young brother. But we know as he
heard and answered prayer. From the first
forth.
humbly walks with God and obeys His will, his
service one could tell the revival was here, the
Our last report should have credited near
labors shall be crowned with blessed success.
Lord was working, and there were very few
10
lbs.
almonds
given
by
Bro.
and
Sr.
J.
B.
God will supply his every need.
evenings
t h a t no one responded to the call.
Winger, Oakley, Cal., and several lbs. of walWe as a people will very much miss Bro. B.
There were more than thirty who sought
nuts from Bro. and Sr. Boon, Empire, Cal. They
M. Books who has so devotedly served us the
are of the Brethren church. We are thankful and obtained special help during the meetings.
past four years. May God use him to His
We were privileged to have a number of afterto all for their help shared in every way.
glory in His vineyard.
noon prayer meetings in homes, which proved
Receipts
to be a source of great blessing.
Spring Love Feast—This was held Saturday. Hall offerings
?211.25
March 14th. God was with us, as a goodly
Among the number who were helped, some
Bro.
and
Sr.
I.
Ales,
San
Diego,
Cal
5.00
number engaged in the ordinances of God's
never had an experience of salvation before,
Bethel S. S., Detroit, Kans
11.25 others
house. Elds. J. R. Steckley of Pasadena and
were reclaimed, and some sought and
Miss Hammond and friend, Santa Cruz,
T. S. Doner of Clarence Center, N. T. were the
obtained a deeper experience in the Lord. How
Cal
1.25
ministers outside of Upland.
we do enjoy to hear the new testimonies of
A Friend, Cal
1.85 salvation and victory. Remember the work at
Bishop J. H. Wagaman of Tulare, Calif., who
Mrs. Lefe], San Francisco, Cal
1.00 this place in your prayers, t h a t the work may
attended State Council just previous, was not
In His Name
3.00 still go on, and many more precious sheaves
able to remain on account of his wife's health.
A Sister
5.00 be garnered for the Master.
Our Spring Revival—If God permits, this
Tours in His service,
will begin about April 5th, in charge of Eld.
Total
$239.60
Miriam Benner.
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RAPHO DISTRICT REPORT
I am impressed as 1 start this report, with
the words of Jehovah through the prophet
Isaiah as recorded in Isa. 41:14-15. "Fear not,
thou worm Jacob, and ye men of Israel; I will
help thee . . . Behold, I will make thee a new
sharp threshing instrument having teeth. . . ."
What a contrast, from a worm to a thresh
machine, from the uttermost to the uttermost.
What a God of all grace and unwanted power.
Yes, a worm in the dust, eeking out a scanty
life, braced by rock, crushed beneath the passer's heel, delicate, helpless.
But what can not God do even with a hopeless worm. Hear His sweet voice yet forever
so impregnable say, "Worm, look to me and
take heart. I will make thee an instrument
with teeth. Open your heart's door and let me
endow you with my Holy Spirit and you shall
be stronger than any circumstance. All things
shall bend for your good. The darkest disappointment you shall be able to take .and thresh
to pieces and draw from it precious graces to
feed the soul. It is God that says: "I will
make Thee" and will He not do it?
Bro. and Sr. Lewis Steckley were with us
on Sunday, March 8th, at the morning service
a t Mastersonville and spoke of their experiences on the field—conditions as they exist and
the need of the work.
On Saturday evening, March 21st there will
be an application meeting at the Mastersonville church—an opportunity for any who will
join hand with us.
To-day, (Sunday) March 15th, we had a
large representation at the Mt. Pleasant
church and our Bishop brought the message
from Matt. T8. May God bless both message
and messenger.
—Monroe Dourte.
"IP YE ABIDE IN ME"
Dear Ones in Christ Jesus:—
"Ponder the paths of thy feet and let all t h .
ways be established" 1'rov. 1:26. It is quite
sometime since 1 gave my testimony through
the worthy columns of the Evangelical Visitor.
Thank' God, for the silent visits of brethren
and sisters whose testimonies and reports of
Mission work at home and abroad reach me
through the Visitor.
While I am not permitted to see many of
them I am very thankful that Jesus keeps and
saves me. My soul looks up this Sabbath
morning with praise and thankfulness for a
crucified and risen Savior. I wonder, dear
reader, if you can also say the same? "Behold what manner of love our Father hath bestowed upon us." That Jesus should lay down
His life and take it up again that we might
be redeemed. We need not look for Him in the
tomb, but with an eye of faith we can see Him
at the right hand of the Father intercedin'g for
us.
He knows I am alone and yet not alone for
before He ascended to glory He said to His
disciples "If I go away I will pray the Father
and He shall send you another Comforter that
he may abide in you forever." This Comforter
lives in my soul. All power is given to Jesus
both in Heaven and in Earth and He has made
it possible t h a t I might overcome the world,
the flesh and the devil. Jesus is my head, my
life, my all for He has made me a new creature
in Him.
I sometimes wonder how many of God's
children promised that by His grace they
would live a better and purer life this year
than before? It is needful, therefore, that we
ponder well the paths of our feet that all our
way may be established.
We may have lame feet like Jonathan's son,
Mephibosbeth's but the King's love is so great
that He hides them under His table and gives
us the finest of the wheat to strengthen spirit,
soul and body. How I thank God for Jesus
when He sees our mistakes (lame feet) He
intercedes to the Father for us, saying "Father she is only dust" and then covers them with
His blood. Praise His name.
We may look anywhere in God's Word we
wish and we will find signposts everywhere
pointing the way to Christ. I thank God that
He anointed my eyes the second time as He
did the blind man. First I could see men as
trees walking but with the second anointing 1
could see clearly and along the way the vision
rose clearer. Jesus Christ is the head of my
house and when satan makes his assaults I say
to him "Jesus Christ is my head, go to Him He
will settle things for you and me." Thus I
have found the secret place in which to hide
and God says if the enemy comes in like a
flood He. that is, Christ will raise up a standard against him.
Sometimes when satan tries to make me discontented because I cannot always go to the
house of God and some other things which
might be very pleasant to the flesh I am reminded of Hebrews 13:5 "Let your conversation be without covetousness and be content
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with such things as you have for He said 1
will never leave you nor forsake you." So
if we have Christ we have all for He has
promised to supply our every need. It means
so much at this time to lean on the arm of
Jesus as father has passed over the river, for
God tells me in Isa. 54: 5 to 8 that He my
maker is my husband, thus Jesus becomes to
me an all sufficient Saviour.
More than all in Him I find,
Earthly love no more can lure me
I am Mis and He is mine
Things of Earth I have ceased to yearn for
He my every need supplies,
All my heart is fixed upon Him
And in Him will I abide
So another cannot woo me,
I am not my own to guide
For my Maker is my husband,
Only Tor Him now I' live.
My testimony is rather long, but the day is
long so will commit my ways unto Him whom
I serve.
Frances Hisey,
R 2, Stayner, Ont. Canada.

become so fatigued that it impedes our
spiritual progress and development, but we
thank God that according to the teachings
of scripture this body is reserved for a
higher destiny and "Jesus Christ has become the first fruits of them that slept." So,
resurrection has to do with the body.
The spirit of man never dies. It cannot
be buried but in our decaying body there is
some surviving element, some indissoluble
link that binds it to the coming resurrection,
no matter where these mortal ashes may
be deposited or how far away the resurrection day.
It has further pleased God to reveal to
us the glorious truth that He is preparing a
habitation where this resurrected and glorified body will be united with a soul and
spirit for from the beginning of the world
He has written in every covenant the promise that He is preparing for His own a city
that has foundations whose builder and
maker is God. This truth was confirmed
by the Savior Himself when He declared to
His awe struck disciples that in His Father's house were many mansions; that He
Himself was going to prepare a place for
the reception of His followers. Paul clearly recognizes this truth and says that if in
this life only we have hope of Christ we
are of all men most miserable, but now that
the facts of His resurrection have been so
abundantly sustained, our hope in Him
transcends all the sorrow, the suffering, the
disappointment, the persecutions of the
present life in anticipation of the final and
eternal reward of a resurrection out from
among the dead and the eternal reward
awaiting us.
W e can hardly conjecture the sweet reunions that will take place when the
trumpet shall sound and the body of the
saints shall be raised in triumph. There
will be uniting of the spirit and body. There
will be the reunion of parted loved ones
who have gone on before and best of all
we shall meet that blessed Son of God who
has made possible our faith, hope and
realization. W e shall enter our Master's
joy and shall have pleasures at His right
hand forevermore.

Editorial
(Continued

from page 97.)

truly fail as a witness for the Christ of
Galilee. The only one way by which the
present dispensation may be saved from
utter apostasy and the ethics of mere human religion is to hold up to sinners the
glorious wonder of the resurrection until its
full significance is seen and known. Paul
in I Corinthians 15 fully recognizes the importance of the resurrection truth and declares that if Christ be not risen "our faith
is vain."
Paul further declares that if Christ has
not risen, the testimony of Christ's disciples, i. e., the startling declaration of freedom from the tyranny of sin, the satisfaction of divine justice forever for the believer's sins; the victorious life of the believer
through the abundant grace of Him "who
was not made after the law of a carnal
commandment but after the power of an
endless life;" the assurance of a life of
immortality beyond the grave is not true
but false.

Hope—Heaven
Following the apostle's masterly argument as contained in verses 18, 19 and 20
of I Corinthians 15, we are led at once to
the primary reason for the hope of a life of
immortality beyond the grave. It is said
that the most savage nations live in constant horror of death. All their life is spent
in constant flights from death and the
thought of it bursts like a ghastly phantom
upon their moments of peace. It is not the
agony of dying; they have learned to brave
the tortures of death; but in the death
mystery that voiceless horror lies. Faith in
God; faith in the resurrection of our Lord
Tesus Christ brings an end to all this dread
for the W o r d declares that among the
many accomplishments of Christ's triumph
is this, that those are delivered who were
all their life in bondage because of the fear
of death.
In our mortal bodies are the seeds of decay, pain and death. W e are always limited
in what we desire to do and we frequently

The beginning of anxiety is the end of
faith, and the beginning of true faith is the
end of anxiety.—George Muller.
The early Christians did not seem to be
much affected by the argument that "there
are heathen enough at home." In Antioch
there were half a million of pagans when
the Holy Spirit said, "Separate me Barnabas and Saul."—Chas. H. Erdman.
I envy no quality of the mind or intellect in others—not genius, power, wit, nor
fancy; but if I should choose what would
be most delightful, and, I believe most useful to me, I should prefer a firm religious
belief to every other blessing.—Sir Humphry Davy.
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T I S T E N I N G to a radio program during
•"—' the Easter season, I heard a number of
men and women from different walks of life
and professions, testify to the power of an
inner life made possible through a risen
Lord. Doctors, nurses, office girls, young
men, business men, etc., all testified of a
new life, new visions, new hopes, by faith
in a living Christ.
The resurrection of Jesus Christ is the
foundation of the Christian's faith. N o
other known faith has a resurrected leader.
The resurrection of Jesus is the world's
out-standing miracle. The one great miracle of the Old Testament is Israel's host
crossing the Red Sea on foot, via dry land.
The N e w Testament's outstanding miracle
is the resurrection. In this God showed His
power to us. Eph. 1:19, 20—"And what is
the exceeding greatness of his power to usward who believe, according to the working of his mighty power, Which he wrought
in Christ, when he raised him from the
dead, and set him at his own right hand in
the heavenly places."
This great event is not without a challenge. Its very fact has been denied, and
not without a cause. Could this fact be
set aside, hell and atheism, with many
other isms would triumph.
None of earth's great events is so well
proved as the resurrection. Many were
eye-witnesses to His presence after His
burial. Men gave their all, and died for
this great truth. It takes a mighty event to
change the world's day of rest. The resurrection did this very thing, not only is the
world's dating and time fixed by Jesus'
birth, B. C. and A. D., before and after, but
the Christian world's day of rest changed
to the first day of the week, to correspond
to the day when He arose.
The resurrection of Jesus Christ is the
Gibraltar of Christianity; it is the Waterloo
of infidelity.

VISITOR

The Resurrection
I Cor. 15:17
By S. G. Engle
'And if Christ be not raised, your faith is
vain; ye are yet in your sins."
The following facts are worthy of review:
His resurrection proves that God is God,
as His W o r d declares, also that the Bible
is true and His W o r d forever settled in
heaven.
It proves and declared Jesus is the Son
of God with power according to the spirit
of holiness, by the resurrection from the
dead. Rom. 1:4.
SIN IS C E R T A I N T O BE J U D G E D
BY H I M
"He hath given assurance unto all men,
in that he hath raised him from the dead."
Acts 17:31.
Having ascended, He promised us daily
victory in Him and that there is life beyond
the grave.
T H E Q U E S T I O N , A S K E D BY
S H R I N E S , temples, heathen and sages of
all times and even by the seer of Uz, Job,
"If a man die shall he live again?" is answered by Him who arose, and said, "Because I live ye shall live also."
IT IS T H E C H R I S T I A N ' S ASSSURA N C E of Justification. "But for us also,
to whom it shall be imputed, if we believe
on him, that raised up Jesus our Lord from
the dead; Who was delivered for our offences, and raised again for our justification."
Rom. 4:24, 25. T H E RESURR E C T I O N IS P R O V E D BY C H A N G E D
LIVES. Paul, once a Unitarian, bears testimony to this fact before Agrippa. W h e n

" W h y Weepest Thou?"
"And seeth two angels in white, sitting, the one at the head, and the other
at the feet, where the body of Jesus had lain.
"And they say unto her, Woman, why weepest thou? She saith unto them,
Because they have taken away my Lord, and I know not where they have,
laid him.
"And when she had thus said, she turned
standing, and knew not that it ivas Jesus.

herself

back, and saw Jesus*

"Jesus saith unto her, Woman, why weepest thou? whom seekest thou? She,
supposing him to be the gardener, saith unto him, Sir, if thou have borne
him hence, tell me where thou hast laid him, and I will take him away.
"Jesus saith unto her, Mary. She turned herself, and saith unto him, Rabboni: which is to say, Master.
"Jesus saith unto her, Touch me not; for I am not yet ascended
Father: but go to my brethren, and say unto them, I ascend unto my
and your Father: and to my God, and your God."
St. John.

to my
Father,
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referring to his former life, he was obedient to the voice he heard speaking unto him.
He says, "Having therefore obtained help
of God, I continue unto this day witnessing
to small and great, saying none other things
than those which the prophets and Moses
did say should come, that Christ should
suffer and be the first that should rise from
the dead."
This inner force of millions of saints has
won, and continues to win as it did with
Paul. Sin spreads gloom over every life.
Faith in a present living Christ brings relief, and opens wide the fountain of life and
light, and floods men's faded hopes with
joy. It is the keystone of all the Christian's
faith, joy, peace, and hope. (And by their
fruits ye shall know them.)
The resurrection is more than a creed, it
gives life to a life, it is greater than ideals,
it gives power to live. It goes beyond
ethics, it gives to men God's revelation.
Men may know of the resurrection, by the
power of memory, but the Christian knows
through the power of an endless life. By
His death we are pardoned and cleansed;
through His resurrection we will be glorified. Here the body is corrupt and mortal,
through Him it will put on incorruption
and immortality.
Here the grave has a sting and is victor,
but through the glorious resurrection shall
be brought to pass the saying, that is written, "Death is swallowed up in victory. O
death, where is thy sting? O grave, where
is thy victory?" I Cor. 15:54-55.
All men were born to live. Jesus was
born to die. Earth has one empty tomb, it
is the tomb of Jesus. The folded napkin
has been laid away. The eternal chasm
has been bridged, thanks be to God which
giveth us the victory through our Lord,
Jesus Christ. Amen.
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Palm Sunday or The Triumphant March of Jesus
Matt. 21:1-11; Mk. 11:1-10; Luke 19:29-36
By S. G. Engle

P ICTLIRE yourself, standing upon one
of the seven hills of Rome, viewing the
triumphant march of Scipio, the great Roman General, as he came back from Carthage ofter defeating Hannibal.
The army formed ouside of Rome,
marching through a great triumphant arch,
built for this display of pomp and power,
all in honor of the victory won over Carthage. It is a worthless scene as have been
many other triumphant displays, when
compared with the great march of our
triumphant King. Scipio conquered Carthage, but Jesus will conquer all the world
and reign, whose right it is.
It is Passover week, every byroad is
pouring into the great highway that leads
up to Jerusalem with worshipers that are
going up to keep the feast. As we follow
the onward surge of the multitude beyond
Jericho, we meet with the interesting act of
one named Zacchaeus, an aristocrat, who
climbs up a sycamore tree, to see the objcet
of the crowd's attraction (Jesus). He thus
overcame the obstacles of his size and the
crowd. He sees Jesus, and Jesus sees him.
He accepts Jesus' twofold invitation to
come down and dine with Him. That day
Zacchaeus received what every man will
receive who follows the bidding of Jesus—
Salvation.
W e also note the call of the blind men.
Jesus hears, the blind receive their sight,
throw aside useless garments and join the
march. Meeting Jesus changes people's outfit. The blind see, the dead leave their
grave clothes, Elisha tears up his mantle,
the Samaritan woman forgets her water
pot. The shore is not drawn to the boat,
but the boat to the shore. Jesus is not
drawn to the people, but the people to Jesus.
Coming to Bethpage, Jesus sent two of
His disciples to a village where two roads
meet, where they would find a colt tied,
whereon man never sat, "Loose him and
bring him unto me. And if any man say
ought unto you, ye shall say, The Lord
hath need of him; and straightway he will
send him." (I want to borrow him, I will
promptly return.) Learn the lesson of
borrowing and be prompt in returning. Let
us pass on with the march, and return later
to this scene for more profitable meditation.
The crowd surges forward charged and
surcharged with emotions, singing "Hosanna" (meaning "Lord save us"); some
throwing their garments in the way, others
breaking branches from trees and strewing
them in the way.
He goes into the temple, and finds it a
mart of trade. He drives out the traders, de-

claring "This is a house of prayer, and not
a den of thieves." The envious Scribes and
Pharisees sought to find fault to offset the
honor given Jesus by the multitude, and
John means the Lord is gracious; Peter
at last criticized the songs of the children.
a stone, cold, calculating. Go with me to
There was nothing wrong with the chilthe realms of suggestion.
dren, the wrong was in them. Envy is alThe first to attempt to unloose the colt
ways unreasonable.
is John (love) that's the first method of JeLet us return to the village where the
sus to draw people into His service. If
foal of the ass was tied. All was arranged,
you are tied, let John untie you with love's
and seen centuries ago. Zee. 9:9. "Rejoice
pleading, drawings, kind words, showing
greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O
blessings as well as bestowing them, and
daughter of Jerusalem; behold, thy King
long suffering to win to a deeper and richer
cometh unto thee; he is just, and having
life of devotion and service. Love besalvation; lowly, and riding upon an ass,
seeches by the mercies and goodness of
and upon a colt the foal of an ass." Rich
God to live a fuller life. His grace asks
in prophecy and type is this incident. W e
for whole-hearted worship. Love promdraw the following from the Levitical law:
ises a triumphant life, which is richer than
Ex. 13:13, "Every firstling of an ass thou
a triumphant death. W h y pull back, why
shalt redeem with a Iamb; and if thou wilt
hang on a stretched and taut rope, why
not redeem it, then thou shalt break his
hang in the halter, while the procession is
neck:" etc.
marching on with its songs of joy and HoThis is a type of redemption and points sanna?
directly toward the unsaved (sinner). If
But John's efforts are a failure, with
he is not redeemed, he is of no more value heavy heart he steps aside, and Peter takes
than an ass, with a broken neck. This is up the work, look out for plenty of trouble.
not a cheering picture, but it is God's estiYou would not yield to John's entreaty,
mate. The tied colt was redeemed, or else so chastisement must be used. (Peter is
Jesus could not have used it. Jesus wants starting work.)
us for His service, but we must be reBalaam is warned twice as the angel
deemed by accepting the blood of the Lamb steps aside, moving on a little further to
of God.
let Balaam come.
The colt was redeemed but tied, as many
The angel at last takes a definite stand.
professed people are to-day. Tied at the God has His traffic light along the way, to
parting of the ways. T o be of any value run through the red light means trouble.
in the service of Jesus, folks must be loosM y father told the following: While
ened. But you ask the question: Tied to visiting a home, at supper time, eleven
what? It may be honor seeking, love of Christian children sat around the table with
riches, ungodly union in marriages, ques- their mother. Father said, "Mother, you
tionable business ventures, Christian secret have a fine family: all Christians." "Yes,"
orders, isms, formality, suppressing your said mother, "they are fine; but don't you
poor brother, holding yourself back from see, father is missing."
a deeper consecration, reputation, general
God emptied his chair, it cost the family
•worldliness which may be summed up, in father, to draw the rest. You remember
any thing that will dampen the ardor for that fine boy or girl of yours? God called
spiritual things. You are wanted in the on- the boy into the ministry, and the daughter
ward march of His kingdom, in truth, but to Africa. But you had a life mapped out
you dare not be tied. The march leads to for your boy which would have drowned
Calvary, but it also leads home. (Loose him in commercialism. The daughter was
him and let him go.) Let this be our pray- expected to study art, music, or set for a
er: Lord untie me from all hindering things. social freak, you had in mind another wellJesus sent two of His disciples to loose to-do man's son for her. You hung in the
halter. (Peter stepped in.) Since they
the colt and bring it to Him. There is a
tradition which tells us the two disciples were wanted in service, and you tried to
Jesus sent were John and Peter. (A tra- hinder, God took them to another country
dition may be true.) W e will assume that for service (heavenly service.) Mourning,
this tradition is correct, and bring John and and an impoverished soul were yours. I
Peter upon the scene. These two disciples have in mind a very dear friend, whom
had different methods of doing things, that God called in early life to a special servrepresented two extremes. John is called ice. But the gains of the world allured
the disciple of love. Peter the stormy dis- him. Success was kind, and he prospered
for a while. But one day Peter appeared
ciple.

upon the scene, and swept away all his
gain, and more beside, leaving him a debtor
to friends and neighbors. After going
through much embarrassment and humiliation my friend rallied and paid his debt.
The balance of his life was spent in God's
service.
God also demands our gift and talents.
He gave them, that He might receive them
again with increase. W h e n time, gifts, and
talents, are given to serve thy increase in
value and appreciation. The march is
over; the colt returned. The owner must
possess an unexpressed appreciation of
service rendered to Jesus, as well as an
added value to the foal.
There lived in the highlands of Scotland,
a lonely and humble old lady, removed
from a life of luxury and society of her
kind. One day the queen of England passed
through that part, and hearing of the woman, paid her a visit, without revealing who
she was. The queen sat upon a poor devised stool. Later the poor woman, learned
who the strange visitor was. That poor
chair at once had a new value because the
queen had sat upon it. The stool became
almost sacred. She was the queen of England but Jesus is served by queens and
kings of earth.
1'he week is rich with the greatest and
last acts of Jesus' earthly life. He wept
over Jerusalem as He thought of her future
fate. The cross threw its shadows across
His pathway, the hammer, the nails, the
crown of thorns, cruel mocking, the spear,
His death, His resurrection crowded in
such a short space of time, is in the past,
but the march is still going forward. Soon
He will head that great angelic and saintly
throng, as He comes the second time
without sin unto salvation. Will you be
in the procession and not be tied when He
comes?

W h a t is Truth?
(Continued
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Is laid for your faith in His excellent
Word,
What more can He say than to you He
hath said.
To you who for refuge to Jesus have fled!'

waves even here. They gave themselves
up for lost as she struck. But lo, as she
struck, their terror was changed into joy.
.bor there beside the cliff was a ladder
that seemed to have been placed there on
purpose. They hastily climbed up to it
and reached the top in safety, while the
vessel went to pieces at the bottom. The
Easter hope is the ladder of life—the ladder to life.
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from page 98.)

the name of Christ, there is no one seated
higher than He 'who is seated on the right
hand of the Majesty on high. This truth,
when accepted, from the heart so completely satisfies and truly gives rest to the soul
so far as past sin is concerned. One more
thought, this One seated on the right hand
of the Majesty is the believer's intercessor
and as our life is yielded to Him in deep
consecration to His service He will give
power and equipment for service and the
promise is, " W e are kept by the power
of God through faith unto salvation ready
to be revealed in the last times."
This is the Truth then, Jesus Christ came
to bear witness to and if accepted and
wholly yielded to, will become to us the
satisfying portion. "Ye shall know the
Truth and the Truth shall make you free."
How firm a foundation,
Lord

ye saints of the
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EASTER
H P H E R E is no evidence that
Easter was kept by the apostles or the first Christians as a resurrection festival.
Even the early
church fathers are silent about it. The
apostles were so intent upon elevat
ing all life to resurrection levels that
they gave no thought to special feastdays for Christians. Even Chrysostom held this point of view. "The
whole of time is a festival unto Christians," he writes, in commenting on
I Cor. 5:7, "because of the excellency
of the good things which have been
given."

I
I
I

Bede tells us that the word Easter
come from Eostre, the Anglo-Saxon
goddess of spring, and the word was
adopted by the church, and given a
Christian significance, just as the
names of the days of the week, originally the names of pagan gods, were
adopted while their ancient meanings
were dropped. The church was faced
with the fact of the pagan festival of
spring.
Following its policy, it
adopted the festival and the name of
it, but filled it with a Christian content. Easter became the festival of
the resurrection.
English is the only language in
which this term appears. On other
European languages the Easter festival is called by a word derived from
the Hebrew passover, which, of
course, falls at the same time as
Easter. In Italian it is Pasqua; in
Spanish, Pascua; in Danish, Paaske,
in Dutch, Paasch; in Welsh, Pasg.
All come from the Greek pascha.
-Selected.
_ o *

EASTER, LADDER O F LIFE
On an island north of Scotland there is
a slate quarry. The workmen descend to
it by means of a ladder. One evening a
sudden and violent storm drove the quarrymen from their work, and in their haste
the ladder was left fastened to the cliff.
The night was dark and stormy. A ship
was driven close to the island by the
waves, and her crew knew that if they
were wrecked on that steep coast they
would be lost. The waves dashed over
her, filled the cabin with water and
drowned the wife of the captain. Then
the sailors took to the rigging but they
were at the mercy of he wind and the

Important

Announcement

Reservations are being made for the sailing of Elder and Sister L. B. Steckley, Sadie
Book, Annie Winger and Anna Eyster from
New York for Africa about May 1st. Exact
date will be announced later.
Friends of the mission cause, who desire
to contribute goods for the general use of
the missions, or special gifts for the benefit
of some of the missionaries shall see to it
that everything is forwarded to the Messiah
Rescue Home, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg,
Pa., not later than the fifteenth day of April,
so that ample time for packing and shippingmay be had.
Also read carefully the following, which
appears in General Conference Minutes of
1923, Page 54, Sec. 4:
Resolved that the Board hold itself responsible for transportation charges to the
extent of six hundred pounds (600 lbs.) including tare, as the personal effects of each
missionary.
Goods donated for the general use of the
mission stations, or for individuals on the
field, should be supplemented by sufficient
money to take care of duty and transportation, at the rate of ten cents per pound. This
money should be forwarded to the treasurer
of the Board.
All special cases can be arranged for by
communication with the Secretary of the
Board.
Sailing Arrangements
In accordance with the foregoing, arrangements have been made for a farewell
meeting for the out-going missionaries at
the Messiah Home at Harrisburg, Penna.,
on Sunday evening, April 26th.
Elder and Sister L. S. Steckley have secured reservations on an American Merchant
Line Steamer, leaving New York May 1st,
due to arrive in London on May lOLh. At
that place they expect to visit friends for a
few days, and are booked to sail on the S. S.
Arundel Castle, leaving Southampton, May
15th.
Sisters Sadie Book, Annie Winger and
Anna Eyster are booked to sail on the S. S.
New York, leaving New York May 7th, due
to arrive at Southampton, May 14th, and
from there they expect to travel with
Brother Steckleys on the S. S. Arundel
Castle.
Please note carefully announcement relative to sending goods with these missionaries.
FOREIGN MISSION BOARD,
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a most interesting study. In Gen. 48, we
find Jacob conferred Joseph's blessing on
the two boys after he had adopted them by
saying, "Ephraim is mine and Manasseh is
mine even as Reuben (the first born) is
mine." Jacob, being inspired, crossed his
hands and consequently his right hand fell
on the head of the youngest, Ephraim, instead of Manasseh. He said, "The younger
shall be preferred before the elder Manasseh. N o w Ephraim shall become a multitude
of nations and Manasseh a great nation."
Did you ever read in Isaiah 66:7: "Before
she travailed, she brought forth; before her
pain came, she was delivered." I wish you
would read this and the whole of Isaiah 66.
The U. S. A. is the only nation on earth
that was born in one day when the Declaration of Independence was signed by thirteen members. Three months later when
our mother country England found it out
she mourned her loss.
The two main things in the covenant were
they should possess the land from the Great
Sea to the river Euphrates and that they
never should be in want for a man on the
throne of David, and third, it should last
forever. N o w heretofore only Palestine
was divided and possessed but in the return of all the house of Jacob the land will
be divided from the Mediterranean Sea to
the river into twelve parts. The Jewish
Zion movement will fail for the Jews are
only the house or tribe of Judah, fourth son
of Jacob. It will be for twelve tribes and
Levi will have none. There were twelve
sons, one died, he had two boys, Ephraim
and Manasseh. Taking Joseph away leaves
eleven; the younger being preferred before
the elder puts Ephraim first, making
twelve and then Manasseh next, making
him thirteenth.
W h y is it that thirteen is always called
unlucky? Thirteen is the most God appointed, God ordained, number in the universe. Reach in your pocket and get a
quarter, half dollar or dollar, old style and
note how it is covered with thirteen arrows, olive leaves, stars, etc. Now, why
is it we the thirteenth tribe, had thirteen
men sign the Declaration and thirteen stars
and thirteen stripes and thirteen letters in
our United States. Did you ever read that
Ephraim and Manasseh shall suck oil out
of the rock and we are the only two countries producing oil.- W h y the mysteries of
God are past finding out! Many centuries
ago when God named the Holy City in
Palestine He did not forget us.
—Jer U. S. A. lem—
—Pasadena, Calif.

Easter Says T h e r e is N o Death
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' T h e r e is a Difference"
By Eld. A. L.

Eisenhower

H E R E is a difference between creation

and making. In the beginning God
T
created everything but not in the forms in

which they now appear. For instance, God
had created the material of which He later
made "Adam." If we admit that the creation may have been many millions of years
before things were made as they exist, we
have the scientist (truly) satisfied and the
skeptic put to confusion. But if we go only
back to Adam we have no power of argument.
So there is a difference between a blessing and a "covenant". Some covenants are
by two or more parties and are based on
conditions which we will not discuss here.
Some covenants are absolutely without
conditions. Many promises were given
even to mother Eve. But the first covenant
recorded is in Gen. 9:9-17.
"God's covenant with N o a h " is signed
by God only, and confirmed when Noah
and his family saw the "first" rainbow. As
there was no rain before the flood there
could not have been any rainbow, Gen.
2:56. Can we say this covenant is not now
in force when God said it is made forever.
Gal. 3:15. Of course it is seen in force
every day on earth somewhere.
W h y should we then disbelieve the covenant "to" Abraham. Because men fail
through their blindness to see their fulfillment does not make them null or void.
God's covenant with Abraham "that part
which is not fulfilled" is the greater part.
Some say because the Gospel came it put
away the Abrahamic covenant. N o , not
the least can be put away until fulfilled.
The covenant to Abraham was twofold,
or rather the covenant included two promises. The star promise and the sand. The
star promise no doubt alludes to that part
of Israel which God will take out as the
Acclesia or the church and the sand is all
of literal Israel or the twleve sons of Jacob.
Many people talk of a gentile church or
bride. There is not one word in the whole
Bible that speaks of a gentile church or
bride. Don't speak until you have looked
it up carefully.
The call of Abram was unconditional. He
did not say "If you do so," but God said
"Get thee out," and so Abram departed.
God's covenant with Abraham included all
the blessings or promises to the combined
twelve sons of Jacob or Israel. But when
Reuben had lost his birthright because of
sin, the scepter was given to Judah, the
fourth son of Jacob, but the blessing could
only come through the first born and he,
"Joseph, having died" the covenant was
propagated through his two Egypto Israelitish boys so it necessitated a dividing of
the blessing contained in the covenant.
Gen. 49. Jacob blessed all his sons. It is

A friend thought to comfort a poor blind
man by bewailing his sightless condition—
a poor kind of comfort, surely—but added:
"But you have the great consolation; you
will soon be in heaven." The poor man,
raising his sightless eyes, replied: "Soon
in heaven, did you say? W h y , I have
been there these ten years!"
When
Edward Payson was dying, he said: "If I
had known twenty-five years ago what I
know now, I might have walked in the
light of the new Jerusalem all these years."
He had just entered the Beulah Land experience. Many do not enter because, like
him, they think that it is only to be obtained after death. But it is the same
heaven in both worlds. The only difference is one of degree. Jesus nowhere
teaches that those who put their trust in
Him shall merely come into a state of
eternal life and blessedness by and by. No;
what He says is this: "He that believeth on
the Son hath eternal life." He has it now.
In a true and deep sense all who believe
have already entered upon the eternal state.
They have stepped across the frontier life
into the glorious sate of being in which the
changes of this mortal existence can not
affect the permanence of their blessedness.
"Lay hold on eternal life!" It is something
for us to get hold of now. It is a thing of
the future, but it is a thing of the present
too, and even that part of it which is future
can be so realized and grasped by faith as
to be actually enjoyed while here. Heaven
may be in us before we get to heaven.
Of a good woman it was said:
"She did not die;
She was too near an angel.
One morn, near the break of day.
Hand in hand with some unseen evangel
She went away."
Of Enoch it was said: "Enoch walked
with God and he was not, for God took
him." Of the Christian's death the words
apply: "Absent from the body, present
with the Lord."
Let us listen to the Easter message.—H.
EASTER PRIVILEGE

The Son of man came to seek and to
save that which was lost. Luke 19:10.
I have loved thee with an everlasting
love: therefore with loving-kindness have
I drawn thee. Jer. 31:3.

A dying Scotchman was asked: "Have
you a glimpse of glory now, my brother,
that you are dying?" He roused himself
from his lethargy at such a question, and,
raising himself from the agonies of death,
said: "I'll hae none o' your glimpses noo
that I am dying, since I ha'en a full look
at him for forty year." W e all hope to
have that full look at Christ in dying. Let
us have it now. That is our privilege at
this Easter time. It is our privilege all the
time. All the way to heaven is heaven to
the sincere and devout Christian. "The
kingdom of God is within you," said
Christ. Heaven begins here and now.—H.

Keep therefore the words of this covenant and do them, that ye may prosper in
all that ye do. Deut. 29:9.

The blessing of the Lord, it maketh rich,
and he addeth no sorrow with it.
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The Folded Napkin

II
1R A R T H ' S greatest tragedy is past. No
trial was ever so unfair as that
which ended in the crucifixion of Jesus. The
prophecy of Simeon that a sword should
pierce his mother's soul was fulfilled; the
cruel wound was still bleeding. The disciples for the time being disbanded with
heavy hearts. They had left their all to
follow Him. And now it seemed a useless
sacrifice. Our own hearts bleed as we
enter into their moment of extreme disappointment and loss of all (as they
thot) and then to meet a sneering crowd
of Scribes, Pharisees and Sadducees. "I
go fishing," seems a natural decision for
Peter to make.
"I will again take up my
old vocation." While He was poor yet
had we confidence in His promises.
Wounded in spirit, tear-filled eyes, and
women with tear-stained cheeks, soul-sick
disciples and discouraged friends followed
the day. W h e n heaven moved, rocks were
rent, the temple veil rent, earth trembled,
devils rejoiced, earth rejected Him, and
God withdrew Himself until Jesus cried out
in the agony of His soul, " M y God, my
God, why hast thou forsaken me?" "I
thirst." N o more can be done, no more
suffering endured. "It is finished." He
yielded up the Ghost, bowed and died of
a broken heart. The 22nd Psalm to the
22nd verse is fulfilled as recorded.
"Why
art thou so far from helping me, and from
the words of my roaring? * * * I am a
worm, and no man. * * * They * * * laugh
* * * shoot out the lip * * * Bulls of Bashan
compass me. They gaped upon me with
their mouths, as a ravening and a roaring
lion, * * * My strength is dried up, * * *
dogs have compassed me; * * * they
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John 20:7

Great rejoicing breakes forth in the major key because the Lord arose.

"And the napkin, that was about his
head, not lying with the linen clothes, but
wrapped together in a place by itself."

Psa. 22:22, "I will declare thy name unto my brethren: in the midst of the congregation will I praise thee." John of Patmos
heard Jesus say, as He lay His hands upon
him: "Fear not; I am the first and the last.
I am he that liveth and was dead and, behold, I am alive forevermore," Rev. 1:-17,
18.

pierced my hands and feet: * * * they look
and stare upon me. They part my garments, * * * Save me from the lion's mouth,
for thou hast heard me from the horn of
the unicorns."
Joseph of Arimathaea and Nicodemus
begged the body of Jesus and placed it in
the virgin tomb of Joseph. They anointed
His body, but this was late, for Mary had
already done it, as Jesus testified, "She
has done this unto my burial." W i t h tender hands, wounded and torn hearts, His
friends bear Him to the tomb. His body
is wound in linen clothes, with spices as
was the manner of the Jews. N o funeral
so solemn and silent as this one. (A new
tomb—a sacred body.) Lest there be a
mistake every precaution was taken by the
Pharisees to secure their prey. The tomb
is closed, a Roman seal placed upon it, and
watches set over it.
The Christ of God can know no defeat.
He said, "After three days I will rise
again." The earth trembles the second
time, breaking the seal, an angel rolls away
the stone. Jesus arose as He said He
would. Mary becomes the bearer of glad
tidings. "Go tell the disciples." John and
Peter came running, John outruns Peter,
but halts, and misses being the first to go
to where Jesus lay. There lays the linen,
but in another place lay the head linen.
The folded napkin is no longer used for the
grave clothes.

The napkin remains, the living are not
found among the dead. He makes alive and
because He arose we shall live also. W e
who were dead in trespasses and sin hath
He quickened. N o old napkin needed.
Every believer who had a spiritual resurrection (if faithful) shall be partakers of
the first and bodily resurrection. The old
crippled, maimed, tired and pain racked
body will arise a glorified body, to meet
Him who is the fruits of them that slept.
A copy from my husband's notes.
Mrs. Fanny A. Engle,
Philadelphia, Pa.
As it is a great law of God's kingdom,
that the nature of our present desires shall
rule that of our future bliss, so by that law
he whose "good things" craved and enjoyed, were all bounded by time, could
look for none after his connection with
time had come to an end. But by this
law, he whose "evil things," all crowded
into the present life, drove him to seek and
find consolation in a life beyond the grave,
is by death released from all evil and ushered into unmixed a n d uninterrupted
good.—Rev. David Brown.

—

I

"He is not here, He is Risen!"
"And entering into the sepulchre, they
saiv a young man sitting on the right side,
clothed in a long white garment; and they
toere affrighted.
"And he. saith unto them, Be
frighted:
Ye seek Jesus of
which was crucified: he is risen;
%ere: behold the place where they

not afNazareth,
he is not
laid him.

"But go your way, tell his disciples and
Peter that he goeth before you into Galilee: there shall ye see him, as he said unto
you."
St. Mark.

in;
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Some of the Solitudes of the
Lord Jesus

Heaven and earth are searched for one
worthy to take the book, to break the seals
and to open the scroll. W h e n all the seeking has been in vain and none can be discovered, then the "Lamb as it had been
slain" is seen. He comes and takes the book
to open the seals of it. Then it is the choir
of the redeemed bursts out in their song of
praise, "Thou art worthy . . . for Thou
wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God
by T h y Blood out of every kindred, and
tongue, and people, and nation; and hast
made us unto our God kings and priests:
and we shall reign on the earth." The
angels begin a great refrain, and this is
caught up by every creature and the volume
of praise becomes universal.
Are we not glad, beloved, that thus it
shall be and that in that day His glory shall
be sounded by every voice, for He alone is
worthy?
Bowing in adoration we shall cast our
crowns at His pierced feet in that day.
—Scripture Truth.

(Continued

from page 99.)

"No victim o[ inferior worth
Could ward the stroke which justice
aimed.
For none but He in heaven or earth
Could o/fer that which justice claimed.''
But who can tell the horrors of that awful
hour? N o mind of man can penetrate the
darkness, or measure the distance, or
fathom the depths known by the Son of
God when "made . . . sin for us," and bearing "our sins in His own body on the
tree." He, the holy Son of God, was there
the sin-offering, shut up with our judgment
and thus forsaken of God. The forsaking
by His disciples was borne in meekness;
His turning and looking upon Peter, who
denied Him in the judgment hall, telling of
His heart's care for them in that hour of
severest strain. The brutality of the multitudes of soldiers and civilians had led to
His cry, "Father, forgive them; for they
know not what they do!" But when
abandoned by God in righteousness, then
the exceeding bitter cry broke from the sorrowing Sufferer, " M y God, M y God, why
hast Thou forsaken Me?" He was alone
in atonement that He might not be alone in
glory. The judgment storm broke upon
Him and He bore its force and fury in solitude.
The Holy One of God had shrunk in His
perfection from the drink of the cup. But
in His perfection He took it and drained it,
that the cup of unmixed blessing might pass
to us.
Thus in resurrection He is able to bring
us to have "part with" Him in all that is
possible for us as His creatures. The will
of God which n e came to do has been
done, and by that will we are set apart to
God as worshippers.
Thus in Psalm 22, in which prophetically
the agonizing cry is heard from the heart
and lips of our Lord Jesus Christ, we find
Him saying, when the darkness is past and
He is heard from the horns of the unicorn,
"I will declare T h y name unto My brethren: in the midst of the congregation
[church] will I praise Thee." N o longer
alone, He is in the midst of an assembly He
has won for His Father and for Himself.
He ministers down to them in telling into
their ears the story of the Father's love and
counsels, and He ministers up as He sings
praise in the midst of those He has gained
as worshippers for the Father.
Alone in Worthiness
In Revelation 5 we find Him acclaimed
as the W o r t h y One to open the sevensealed Book of Judgment. In the vision of
the Seer of Patmos we have before us the
presentation of a heavenly scene before the
pouring out of the judgments of God upon
this world.
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GREETINGS

| T IS " E A S T E R DAY!" The words set
Jl our hearts aglow. Around the wide
earth the words are spoken and millions
upon millions rejoice. Invisible bugles are
blowing the music of the heavenly joy,
"Christ is risen!" Again the angels are
saying the wonderful words, "He is risen
as He said."
Sing oh my soul! Sing with the glad millions of earth! Sing with the angels too!
Sing all ye sons of men! For ye are sons
of God. Sing it at every broken fireside!
Sing in hospitals of pain! Sing it beside
the graves of our dead! Sing it in the night
of human despair! Sing oh children of men,
"Christ is risen from the dead." In every
home and in every heart of joy or grief I
wish you the hope and joy of Easter, "for
now is Christ risen from the dead and become the first fruits of them that slept."
—Lincoln A. Ferris.
—Selected by D. E. Dohner.

It Is Not Too Late to Order A Box for Easter

Box Assortments of Scripture-Text
Easter Greeting Cards
Box No. 27
"THE FAMILY ASSORTMENT"
Contains these 13 beautiful Easter Greeting; cards. Unquestionably the most popular box of Easter Greeting- cards we have
ever offered.
Each card has individual envelope and
friendly greeting. Most of these cards have
Scripture-texts full of Easter sentiments
added. No two cards alike.
Actual value of box, $1.00. Sold for only 75c.
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NAPPANEE

Box No. 25
"YOUR ASSORTMENT"
The 10 carefully selected Greeting cards
contained in this less expensive box are
absolutely the same quality as those illustrated above in Box Xo. 27. The only
difference is in the number of cards in assortment.
Please your friends this year by sending
them one of these beautiful cards. Lined
envelope with each card.
Actual value of box, 70c. Sold for only 50c.
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Redeemer and Lord
C H R I S T ' S E P I S T L E IN T H E S A N D
By Rev. G. E.

Browne

A woman's sob burst thru that mob,
A sob or soul-sick moan,
She, caught in sin, was now condemned
To
death,—undone,—alone.
In sacred awe was Moses' Law,
To Jews—God's will Divine,
And bitter death must claim her breath.
As branch rent from the vine.
Far o'er the sod, the Son of God
Was called on judgment's throne.
His verdict then: "He without sin,
Be first to cast a stone."
He then withdrew a pace or two.
Followed by the mob;
And on His gown, the Lord knelt
Knelt Christ, the Lamb of God.

down,

And in the sand, the Saviour's hand
Was Pen and Sword of Truth.
Straight to each heart, like sharpest dart.
The message pricked forsooth.
'Tis sad to say, they slunk away;
Their wounds,—a triple sore;
For each condemned, by his own sin,
Could bear to read no more.
Soon gone the mob. The woman's sob
Touched Jesus to the core.
'Hast none condemned thee?" "No man,
Lord."
"Nor I—Go sin no more."
H E IS RISEN—
By Annie Johnson

Flint

He is risen! Earth awakes
And her prison house forsakes.
Hear the glad bird-voices sing:—
' Where, O Death, is now thy sting?"
Winds their silver trumpets blow:He hath conquered every foe."
Soft the murmuring waters say:—
"Lo, the stone is rolled away."
He is risen, He is risen,
Christ the Lord is risen to-day.

He is risen! Heart, rejoice.
Hear you not the angel's voice?
Though you wait beside the tomb.
There is light within its gloom:
Grave, where is thy victory?
He hath set thy captives free,
He hath robbed thee of thy prey.
They with Him shall live alway.
He is risen. He is risen,
Christ the Lord is risen to-day.
— Selected.
C H R I S T T H E L O R D IS RISEN
TO-DAY
Christ the Lord is ris'n to-dny,
Alleluia!
Sons of men and angels say:
Alleluia!
Raise your joys and triumphs high,
Alleluia!
Sing, ye heav'ns, and earth reply:
Alleluia!
Lives again our glorious King:
Alleluia!
Where, O death, is now thy sting?
Alleluia!
Dying once, He all doth save:
Alleluia!
W h e r e thy victory, O grave?
Alleluia!
Love's redeeming work is done,
Alleluia!
Fought the fight, the battle won;
Alleluia!
Death in vain forbids Him rise;
Alleluia!
Christ has opened Paradise:
Alleluia!
Soar we now, where Christ has led,
Alleluia!
Foll'wing our exalted Head;
Alleluia!
Made like Him, like Him we rise;
Alleluia!
Ours the cross, the grave, the skies:
Allelulia! Amen.
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T h e Last Supper
By Priscilla

Hunter

AM EETING had just begun in Christ's
church in the little town of Eastland,
Texas, when the door was softly pushed
open and two strangers timidly entered and
awkwardly slipped into a back seat. As
usual every person in the pitifully small
congregation turned their heads simultaneously "to see who was coming in now."
Then listlessly turned back again and proceeded to give their half-hearted attention
to the words of the minister.
The strangers, shabbily dressed and visibly awed by their surroundings, had that
morning driven in town with a load of
fodder to be delivered at the home of the
City Clerk and having finished their errand
had decided to celebrate.
The only attractions the town seemed
to offer were the Silver Palace movie house
and Christ's Congregationalist church. A
sign on the ticket booth of the movie house
proclaimed to all comers that its doors
would not be opened until one o'clock sharp,
and as that was several hours distant there
remained only Christ's church.
So Jim and Mary Lou in a mood of daring decided that for the first time in their
lives they would go to church. Their religious contacts had been very few—mainly
when the minister at Kingston married
them. And sometimes when the children
of the little school up in the hills gave a
Friday evening program and sang "Onward Christian Soldiers."
It was the last Sunday of the month and
always observed as Communion Sunday.
The sermon preceding the service was the
story of the crucifixion. It was a beautiful
sermon telling of how the Son of God suffered and died for man's redemption and of
how, just before His death, He and His
disciples had partaken of this last supper
together. The minister was far above his
congregation in learning. Consequently
most of his sermon went high over the
heads of his audience, especially so over
the heads of Jim and Mary Lou.
On and on flowed his voice in a rhythmic monotone as if he were bored but bravely doing his duty. At last came the close of
the sermon and a tray bearing the emblems
of the Sacrament was passed through the
congregation. Here was no close communion but a service open to all. As each member partook of the bread and wine the minister repeated slowly the beautiful words
of the Sac:anient: "Take and eat. This is
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My body that is broken, and drink, for this
is My Blood that is shed for you."
Over and over the beautiful words were
repeated falling on ears that were dulled
to their meaning by much repetition. But
on the memories of Jim and Mary Lou they
made a lasting impression.
High up in the muddy wooded hills of
Eastern Texas in a cotton pickers' rude
cabin sat a man with bowed head, his body
racked with sobs. On a cot at his side
lay a still white form, hollow-eyed and
emaciated by that dreaded disease, the
Great White Plague. Any one who had
seen Mary Lou's bright face three years
before daring Jim to go to church would
not have believed this to be the same person.
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way? And we' could say the same words
He said to remember Him by?"
Over Mary Lou's face came a sweet
smile. "Oh, Jim," she said, "I'd like that!"
Lovingly and reverently a bit of toast
was placed in the mouth of Mary Lou and
a sip of tea was held to her lips. And Jim
haltingly and in his own crude words repeated the beautiful words of the Sacrament,
"Take and eat. This is My body that is
broken, and drink, for this is My Blood
that is shed for you."
And so ended their last Sacrament, and
the last supper of Jim and Mary Lou.—
Youth's Comrade.

T h e Voice from the Window
By Courthope

Todd

T N AN isolated country village—far rcmoved from the attractions or business
of town life, there dwelt a working man
who through his daily toil in the fields
The doctor had just been there from the around earned a precarious living by the
little town thirty miles distant, and in his sweat of his brow. He had for some years
rough blunt way had told them both that been a child of God, and often he wondered why his lot had been cast in that unMary Lou would not live until midnight.
Death was drawing nearer and nearer friendly spot—for he felt there was little
and Jim, who would have given his life for or no opportunity of witnessing for his
Mary Lou, was helpless. His heart yearned Lord. This was a grief to him as his
to do or say something to comfort her, for neighbors were many of them profane and
though weak and spent as. she was with ungodly—utterly careless about the welfare
coughing, the tears were streaming down of their souls.
Thomas Hawkins seldom came across any
her face. She too loved Jim and hated to
leave him. But in their ignorant and inar- who could help him in the spiritual life,
ticulate way they could find no words to and he felt like the barren fig tree, on
which the Lord Jesus had found when on
express their emotions.
earth "nothing but leaves." His home was
A neighbor woman entered bearing a
a humble thatched cottage with whitetray with some toast and a pot of tea.
washed walls, and its two small rooms were
Carefully she placed it on a stand by the
barely furnished and devoid not only of
side of the cot and in a kind motherly way,
any luxury, but of many things that peopatted Jim's shoulder and said, "Eat your
ple regard as the necessaries of life. Of
supper, dearies. It'll do you good." And
books he had but two—his treasured Bible
wiping her eyes with her apron slipped
and the Pilgrim's Progress, but these he
out. She too had heard the doctor's verread and re-read to his heart's content, for
dict.
in both he found constant messages from
Jim looked at the tray. Their last supper His Heavenly Father, and the Divine Satogether. How could any one eat at a time viour who had become his best Friend and
like this? Then across his grief stricken constant companion.
brain there flased a scene of three years
When his daily toil was done, and the
before and the story of Another, who, when shades of evening began to fall—he would
death waited at the door bade His friends return to his lonely abode, and seated by
come and eat.
the low casement of his room which was
"Mary Lou," Jim sobbed, "I know we almost butting on the main road he was
ain't gone to church like we should, but I wont to rest his weary heart in close comguess God knows why. Do you remember munion and fellowship with Him whom he
what that there parson said at that church regarded as "the preciousness" of life!
in Eastland about how God's Son when
He often poured forth his soul in prayer
He was about to die, ast His friends to aloud, little thinking that this was the
eat supper with Him, and how He took ministry to which God had called him, and
some of the bread and wine and gave 'em which was destined to bear rich and abuneach some and told 'em always do that to dant fruit. He would repeat verses which
remember what He was doin' for sinners were dear to him, and which kept up the
and the like of them? Well, Mary Lou, intimacy of his soul with his Saviour and
don't you think it would help some if we Lord.
did this here last supper of ourn the same
One day a woman of loose character
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passed by his cottage door, and was arrested by the strange sounds through the
open window. She lingered to listen, and
was astonished and perplexed, for the glad,
familiar tones of the man's voice, as he
spoke of redemption through the Blood of
the Crucified, were such as she had never
before heard. It was new language to her
ears, accustomed only to voices of revelry
and debauchery, for her husband insisted
on her accompanying him nearly every
evening to the low taverns in the neighborhood, where by her songs of remarkable
power and sweetness, they were able to
procure from the ribald company assembled, money, which he all too soon
squandered in the drink for which he
thirsted.
One night as that poor degraded soul
listened with a heavy heart, trying afterwards to get rest in sleep, the words which
had impressed her rang again in her ears,
"Come unto Me, all ye that labour and are
heavy laden, and I will give you rest." The
echo of that invitation seemed to be rspeated again and again, and "sleep would
not come to her eyes nor slumber to her
eyelids." She resolved never more to encourage by her minstrelsy the midnight
orgies of the sinners to which she had been
so long accustomed in scenes where she
had hitherto sung contentedly.
She had watched that workman whose
words through the open casement had arrested her- she could find no fault in his
daily life of toil-—he was punctual at his
work, diligent in its pursuit, and his whole
bearing agreed with the holy utterances of
his mouth.
She made up her mind that—though she
must be her husband's companion to the
haunts of vice—she would decline to sing—
and neither persuasion nor threat availed
to alter her decision. The scoffs and jeers
of the people with whom she had to associate did not influence her, nor the anger of
her husband which raged against her, because his gains were gone which provided
his unholy revelry. His cruel decision developed into bitter persecution, but the
weight of misery in her sin-stricken heart
was the worst thing she had to bear. Despair took possession of her soul; and as
she only knew so far the bitterness of sin,
and not the sufficiency of the one and only
remedy, she made up her mind to end her
wretched existence, not realizing that "after death the judgment."
She was prepared to finish, as she thot,
an existence too miserable to be borne; and
tying a noose in a rope, she fastened it
securely to a beam in the roof of a stable,
and was about to cast herself down into
the Eternity of which she knew so little,
when by one of those strange monitions
which Providence often uses in such cases
—the words of praise and thanksgiving
which she had so often heard from the
cottage window came to her with renewed
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force, and the blessed thought of forgiveness and redemption through the Blood of
Jesus flowed into her mind, and arrested
the fatal act of self destruction.
Falling on her knees, in deep humility
and contrition, she pleaded words which
had taken her captive, and the Divine response to her cry was, "Your sins and iniquities will I remember no more." Tears
gushed forth, and the twilight faded into
the shades of night ere she quitted that
stable, a redeemed and pardoned soul.
Hastening to the workman's cottage, she
told him of the "change wonderful," and
that his outspoken messages from the window had been the means God used to lead
her into light and peace and joy. Needless
to say how they rejoiced together, and he
who in his humble sphere had walked with
Jesus and sorrowed over what he felt had
been a fruitless life, now found the rich
reward of his testimony.
Nor is this the end of the story: it
awaits the full revelation in that Day when
"the secrets of all hearts shall be revealed."
But year by year, in many a prayer and
praise meeting the voice of the rescued
minstrel clear and strong might be heard
as she led songs of praise to the Lord and
Giver of life. Moreover her husband soon
after her conversion was touched by the
evident change in her conduct and habits.
He too sought and found the Savior, and
together they bore a striking witness to the
Lord's long-suffering and tender mercy.
Heaven alone will reveal the rich harvest of souls, which came from the prayers
and voice of the lonely man at that cottage
window, and which he had accounted as
nothing in the service of his Lord and
Master.—Christian Life Missionary.

while their mouth praiseth him with joyful
lips," Psalm 63:5.
2. And in this sense also, "Every one
who loveth him that begat, loveth him that
is begotten of him," I John 5:1. His spirit
rejoiceth in God his Savior. He "loveth
the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity." He is
so "joined unto the Lord," as to be one
spirit. His soul hangeth upon him, and
chooseth as altogether lovely, "the chiefest
among ten thousand." He knoweth, he
feeleth what that means, " M y Beloved is
mine, and I am his." "Thou art fairer than
the children of men; full of grace are thy
lips, because God hath anointed thee for
ever!" Psalm 14:2.
3. The necessary fruit of this love of
God, is the love of our neighbor; of every
soul which God hath made; not excepting
our enemies; not excepting those who are
now "despitefully using and persecuting
us;"—a love, whereby we love every man
as ourselves; as we love our own souls.
Nay, our Lord has expressed it still more
strongly, teaching us to "love one another
as he hath loved us." Accordingly, the
commandment written in the hearts of all
those that love God, is no other than this,
"As I have loved you, so love ye one another." Now, "herein perceive the love of
God, in that he laid down his life for us,"
I John 3:16. " W e ought," then, as the
apostle justly infers, "to lay down our
lives for the brethren." If we feel ourselves
ready to do this, then do we truly love our
neighbor. Then "we know that we have
passed from death unto life, because we
thus love the brethren," ver 14. "Hereby
know w e " that we are born of God, that
we "dwell in him, and he in us, because he
hath given of his (loving) Spirit, "ch. 4:13.
For "love is of God; and every one that
thus loveth is born of God, and knoweth
God," I John 4:7.
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The Marks of the New Birth
Selected

by Sr. H. W.

(Continued

Miller

from last issue.)

III. 1. A third scriptural mark of those
who are born of God, and the greatest of
all, is love; even the love of God shed
abroad in our hearts, by the Holy Ghost
which is given unto them, Rom. 5:5. Because they are sons, God hath sent forth
the Spirit of his Son into their hearts, crying Abba, Father! Gal. 4:6. By this Spirit,
continually looking up to God as their
reconciled and loving Father, they cry to
him for their daily bread, for all things
needful, whether for their souls or their
bodies. They continually pour out their
hearts before him, knowing "they have the
petitions -which they ask of him," I John
5:15. Their delight is in him. He is the
joy of their heart; their "shield," and theii
"exceeding great reward." The desire of
their soul is towards him; it is their "meat
and drink to do his will;" and they are
"satisfied as with marrow and fatness,

4. But some may possibly ask, does not
the apostle say, "This is the love of God,
that we keep his commandments?" I John
5:3. Yea, and this is the love of our neighbor also, in the same sense as it is the love
of God. But what would you infer from
hence? That the keeping of outward commandments, is all that is implied in loving
God with all your heart, with all your
mind, and soul, and strength and in loving your neighbor as yourself? That the
love of God is not an affection of the soul,
but merely an outward service? And that
the love of our neighbor is not a disposition
of the heart, but barely a course of outward works? T o mention so wild an interpretation of the apostle's words, is sufficient
to refute it. The plain indisputable meaning of that text is, that is the sign or proof
of the love of God, of our keeping the first
and great commandment, to keep all the
rest of His commandments. For true love,
if it be once shed abroad in our hearts, will
constrain us to do so; since, whosoever
loves God with all his heart, cannot but
serve Him with all his strength.
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5. A second fruit then of the love of
God, (so far as it can be distinguished
from it) is universal obedience to Him we
love, and conformity to his will; obedience
to all the commands of God, internal and
external; obedience of the heart and of the
life; in every temper, and in all manner of
conversation. And one of the tempers
most obviously implied herein is, the being
"zealous of good works"; the hungering
and thirsting to do good, in every possible
kind, unto all men; the rejoicing to "spend
and be spent for them," for every child of
man; not looking for any recompense in
this world, but, only in the resurrection of
the just.

3. Say not then in your heart, I was once
baptized, therefore I am now a child of
God. Alas, that consequence will by no
means hold. How many are the baptized
gluttons and drunkards, the baptized liars
and common swearers, the baptized railers
and evil speakers, the baptized whoremongers, thieves, extortioners? W h a t think
you? Are these now the children of God?
Verily, I say unto you, whosoever you are,
unto whom any of these preceding characters belong, "Ye are of your father the
devil, and the works of your father ye will
do." Unto you I call, in the name of Him
whom you crucify afresh and in His words
and to your circumcised predecessors, "ye
serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can
ye escape the damnation of hell?"
4. How indeed except ye be born again!
For ye are now dead in trespasses and
sins. To say then that ye cannot be born
again, there is no new birth but in baptism, is to seal you all under damnation,
to consign you to hell, without help, without hope. And perhaps some may think
this is just and right. In their zeal for the
Lord of hosts they may say, "Yea, cut off
the sinners, the Amalekites! Let these
Gibeonites be utterly destroyed! They
deserve no less." No; nor I; nor you.
Mine and your desert, as well as theirs
is hell. And it is mere mercy, free, undeserved mercy, that we are not now in unquenchable fire. You will say, "But we
are washed;" we are born again "of water
and of the Spirit." So were they: this,
therefore, hinders not at all, but that ye
may now be even as they. Know ye not,
that "what is highly esteemed among men
is an abomination in the sight of God?"
Come forth, ye "saints of the world," ye
that are honoured of men, and see who will
cast the first stone at them, at these
wretches not fit to live upon the earth,
these common harlots, adulterers, murderers. Only learn ye first what that meaneth,
"He that hateth his brother, is a murderer,"
I John 3:15. "He that looketh on a woman to lust after her, hath committed
adultery with her already in his heart,"
Matt. 5:28. "Ye adulterers and adulteresses know ye not that the friendship of
the world is enmity with God?" James 4:4.

baptized, your only hope is this, that those
who were made the children of God by
baptism, but are now the children of the»
devil, may yet again receive "power to become the sons of God"; that they may receive again what they have lost, even the
"spirit of adoption, crying in their hearts,
Abba, Father!"
Amen, Lord Jesus! M a y every one whc
prepareth his heart yet again to seek thy
face, receive again that spirit of adoption,
and cry out "Abba, Father!" Let him now
again have power so to believe in thy name
as to become a child of God; as to know
and feel he hath "redemption in thy blood,
even the forgiveness of sins," and that he
"cannot commit sin because he is born of
God." Let him be now "begotten again
unto a living hope," so as to "purify himself as thou art pure"; and "because he is a
son, "let the spirit of love and glory rest
upon him, cleansing him "from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, "and teaching
him to "perfect holiness in the fear of
God!"
Selected from Wesley's Sermons, Vol. 1

IV. 1. Thus have I plainly laid down
those marks of the new birth, which I find
laid down in the scripture. Thus doth God
Himself answer that weighty question,
" W h a t is it to be born of God?" Such, if
the appeal be made to the oracles of God,
is "every one that is born of the Spirit".
This it is, in the judgment of the Spirit
of God, to be a son or a child of God. It
is, so to believe in God, through Christ, as
"not to commit sin," and to enjoy at all
times, and in all places, that "place of God
which passeth all understanding." It is
so, to hope in God through the Son
of His love, as to have not only the
"testimony of a good conscience," but also
the Spirit of God "bearing witness with
your spirits, that ye are the children of
God" whence cannot but spring, the rejoicing evermore in Him through whom ye
"have received the atonement." It is so
to love God, who hath thus loved you, as
you never did love any creature: so that
ye are constrained to love all men as yourselves; with a love not only ever burning
in your hearts, but flaming out in all your
actions and conversation, and making your
whole life one "labour of love." One continued obedience to those commands, "Be
ye merciful as God is merciful;" "Be ye
holy as I am holy;" "Be ye perfect as your
Father in heaven is perfect."
2. W h o then are ye that are thus born of
God? Ye "know the things which are
given to you of God." Ye well know that
ye are the children of God, and "can assure your hearts before him." And every
one of you who hath observed these words,
cannot but feel, and know of a truth,
whether at this hour, (answer to God and
not to man) you are thus a child of God
or no. The question is not, what you were
made in baptism; (do not evade) but what
are you now? T o your own heart let the
appeal be made. I ask not.whether you
were born of water and of the Spirit; but
are you now the temple of the Holy Ghost
which dwelleth in you? I allow you were
circumcised with the circumcision of Christ
(as St. Paul emphatically terms baptism);
but does the Spirit of Christ and of glory
now rest upon you? Else "your circumcision is become uncircumcision."

5. "Verily, Verily, I say unto you, ye (also) must be born again. Except ye also
be born again, ye cannot see the kingdom
of God." Lean no more on the staff of
that broken reed, that ye were born again
in baptism. W h o denies that ye were
then made children of God, and heirs of
the kingdom of heaven? But, notwithstanding this, ye are now children of the
devil. Therefore ye must be born again. And
let not satan put it into your heart to cavil
at a word, when the thing is clear. Ye have
heard what are the marks of the children
of God: all ye who have them on your
souls baptized or unbaptized, must needs
receive them, or without doubt ye will
perish everlastingly. And if ye have been

Have you gotten to the place where you
can be imposed upon? Holiness will do
this for you. You will let God defend you
and your opinions rather than hold out for
your point or rights and thus accomplish
your end at the expense of grieving the
Spirit.—Shelhamer.
Rejoice not because you are opposed
or set at naught, but rather rejoice because God's wondrous grace saves you
from feeling the least tinge of bitterness
toward those who do it; they may consider
it their duty to oppose you on some point
of belief or practice.—Shelhamer.
Don't complain! Everything is better
than you deserve! You have more friends
than you deserve more to eat and wear
than you deserve. Thousands would be
glad to trade places with you. Thank
God, then, that you are out of the asylum,
the penitentiary and hell.—Shelhamer.
W h a t is the standard of your joy? W h a t
is it that affords you the most pleasure?
W h a t is it that you look forward to with
most delight? Is it eating, sleeping, talking, making money, becoming famous, or
some lower form of sensual gratification?
Just to the extent that you find consolation
in anything but God, you become an idolater and worship the creature more than the
Creator. "Set your affections on things
above, not on things on the earth."—Shelhamer.
Christ embraced the lost world at the
Cross, but He has been pained ever since
because we are letting it slip through our
fingers—Selected.
Acquaint now thyself with him, and be
at peace: thereby good shall come unto
thee. Job. 22:21.
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The Easter Life

s

ING aloud the glorious tidings—
"Christ is risen today"!
Far and wide the echoes answer,
"Death has lost its sway".

i

Sing till in the breeze the message
Sweeps around the earth—
Sing till clouds and hills and forests
Ring with holy mirth.
Christ is risen, death is conquered—
Tell it far and wide;
Sing aloud till all creation
Knows the Crucified.
Sing aloud the Easter message;
Live the message, too!
By His grace let Easter's triumph
Show itself in you.

5
£

Let His power and wondrous glory
Fill your heart today;
Live an Easter life at Easter—
Live an Easter life alway.
—HOMERA HODGSON
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